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With the rapidly decreasing cost of high-throughput sequencing, a growing list
of genomes are being sequenced daily across numerous laboratories around the
world. The length of the produced sequences is normally around a hundred
bases, which is minuscule compared to the original genomes. Hence, methods
that assemble these short sequences into longer pieces are actively sought after
and new assembly tools are designed nearly every month to match the demand.
Nevertheless, no popular assemblers perform equally or consistently well on all
difﬁcult genomes. Moreover, such a myriad of options creates challenges for
non-specialists to choose the appropriate assemblers and to tune parameters to
get assemblies of reasonable quality. This highlights the need for “black-box”
assembly solutions that can be used reliably by nonspecialists. Furthermore,
due to the perceived complexity of the assembly problem, the majority of the
existing methods are based on heuristics. To obtain better assembly, it is crucial
to explore the feasibility of exact algorithms, which optimize the results under
a clear set of criteria to ensure the quality of solutions. Therefore, in my thesis
work, I explored the possibility and feasibility of solving problems of scaffold-
ing and ﬁnishing genomes using exact algorithms.
ix
In the common pipeline for de novo genome assembly, the ﬁrst step is to as-
semble sequencing reads into longer pieces, so called contigs. Then, to get
high-quality draft genomes, those contigs need to be ordered and oriented into
scaffolds, typically using paired-end reads. We explored the feasibility of an ex-
act approach and presented the ﬁrst tractable solution (Opera) for the scaffolding
problem. To improve efﬁciency, we also introduced a graph contraction proce-
dure that breaks large problems. In comparison with existing scaffolders, Opera
simultaneously produces longer and more accurate scaffolds, demonstrating the
utility and advantage of an exact approach.
The last step (genome ﬁnishing) is to generate missing sequences within scaf-
folds and to validate the correctness of the assemblies. We presented a formal
deﬁnition for in silico assembly validation and ﬁnishing, and explored the fea-
sibility of an exact solution (FinIS) using quadratic programming. Based on
obtained results from several simulated and real datasets, we demonstrated that
FinIS validates the correctness of a larger fraction of the assembly than existing
ad hoc tools. Furthermore, we showed that FinIS improves on both precision
and recall values for the correctness of assembled sequences, when compared to
competing programs.
In addition, I described several algorithmic and engineering reﬁnements that
can be applied to Opera, to achieve good scalability on large eukaryotic
genomes. The updated algorithm, OPERA-LG, also incorporates additional fea-
tures speciﬁcally tailored for producing high quality draft assemblies for large
and repeat-rich genomes. One important feature is that repetitive sequences,
x
which are usually ignored during scaffolding, are taken into consideration to-
gether with unique sequences. The results on large genomes, such as H. sapiens,
demonstrate that OPERA-LG outperforms other state-of-the-art assemblers, as
it produces longer sequences with less errors.
xi
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The task of assembling a genome is no longer an area of specialized interest,
limited to genome centers. Decreased sequencing costs and the advent of “desk-
top sequencers” (e.g. Ion Torrent PGM, Illumina MiSeq and GS Junior) have
dramatically increased the set of people who need to use sequence assembly
tools. In addition, assembly tools are now applied to a range of tasks from the
analysis of structural variants [Li et al., 2011] to transcriptomic [Birol et al.,
2009] and metagenomic assembly [Woyke et al., 2006]. On the other hand,
sequence assembly continues to remain more of an art rather than a science,
with assembly programs relying on a diverse set of heuristics in response to the
complexity of the analysis and often requiring ﬁne-tuning of parameters to “op-
timize” the assembly [Nagarajan and Pop, 2010; Baker, 2012]. This dichotomy
between ease of data generation (microbial genomes can now be sequenced for
1
< $100) and assembly challenges has renewed interest in improved algorithms
and in particular in the feasibility of exact algorithms for assembly [Nagarajan
and Pop, 2009; Gao et al., 2011].
My research during Ph.D. aimed at designing exact algorithms for two prob-
lems, Scaffolding and Genome Finishing, to obtain the optimal solutions sup-
ported by the available data. The scaffolding problem is to connect the short and
fragmented sequences (so called contigs) linearly with the help of paired-end
reads, while the Genome Finishing problem is to generate the missing sequences
within the obtained scaffolds and to validate the correctness of the assemblies,
as well.
1.2 Problem Description and Challenges
1.2.1 The Scaffolding Problem
With the advent of second-generation sequencing technologies, while the cost of
sequencing has decreased dramatically, the challenge of reconstructing genomes
from the large volumes of fragmentary read data has remained daunting. Newly
developed protocols for second-generation sequencing can generate paired-end
reads (reads from the ends of a fragment of known approximate length) for a
range of library sizes [Ng et al., 2006] and third-generation strobe sequencing
protocols [Eid et al., 2009] can provide linking information that, in principle,
can be valuable for assembling a genome. In recent work, the importance of
paired-end reads has been further highlighted, with some authors even question-
ing the need for long reads in the presence of libraries with large insert lengths
2
[Chaisson et al., 2009; Zerbino et al., 2009].
Scaffolding, the problem of using the connectivity information from paired-
end reads (or mate-pairs) to order and orient partially reconstructed contig se-
quences in the genome, has been well-studied in the assembly literature with
several algorithms proposed in recent years [Myers et al., 2000; Kent and Haus-
sler, 2001; Pevzner et al., 2001; Huson et al., 2002; Pop et al., 2004a; Zerbino
et al., 2009; Dayarian et al., 2010]. In work in 2002, Huson et al [2002] pre-
sented a natural formulation of this problem (in terms of ﬁnding an ordering
of sequences that minimizes mate-pair violations) and showed that its decision
version is NP-complete. Several related problems are also known to be NP-
complete [Kent and Haussler, 2001; Pop et al., 2004a] and hence, to maintain
efﬁciency and scalability, existing algorithms have relied on various heuristic so-
lutions. For instance, in [Huson et al., 2002], the authors proposed a greedy so-
lution that iteratively merges scaffolds connected by the most paired-end reads.
Similarly, the algorithm proposed in the Phusion assembler [Mullikin and Ning,
2003] relies on a greedy heuristic based on the distance constraints imposed by
the mate-pairs. Other approaches, used in assemblers such as ARACHNE and
JAZZ [Jaffe et al., 2003; Aparicio et al., 2002], also employ error-correction
steps to minimize the potential impact of misjoins from heuristic searches.
In addition to mate-pairs, similarity to a reference genome [Pop et al., 2004b;
Richter et al., 2007; Husemann and Stoye, 2010] and map-based approaches
[Kent and Haussler, 2001; Nagarajan et al., 2008] have been used to order con-
tigs, partly because they can lead to a more computationally tractable problem.
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However, while reference-guided assembly uses potentially misleading synteny
information, map-based approaches can produce an ambiguous order and ﬁnd
it hard to place small contigs [Nagarajan et al., 2008]. Paired-end reads there-
fore remain the most general source of information for generating high-quality
scaffolds.
1.2.2 The Genome Finishing Problem
In a typical genome assembly project, the produced scaffolds always contain
unknown sequences (gaps) between contigs [Pop et al., 2004a; Gao et al., 2011].
Although information from restriction maps [Nagarajan et al., 2008] and similar
genomes [Pop et al., 2004b] can also help to generate better and more complete
scaffolds, the resulting assembly is still fragmented with numerous scaffolds
and gaps affecting the utility of the draft genome.
Not so long ago, the draft genome was only a starting point for signiﬁcant
directed-sequencing and validation efforts in a process known as ﬁnishing. This
is still the “gold-standard” as it conﬁrms the correctness of the contigging and
scaffolding process, and the completeness of the genome is a valuable resource
for downstream analysis of genes and synteny, repeat sequences and genomic
rearrangements. The daunting cost of ﬁnishing efforts in terms of time and re-
sources, though, has emphasized the need for computational means to speed up
the process [Nagarajan et al., 2010]. As many scaffolding algorithms ignore
repeat sequences [Pop et al., 2004a; Zerbino et al., 2009] and typical short-read
WGS datasets afford high coverage of the genome, signiﬁcant computational
improvement of the assembly is still feasible.
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1.3 Contributions of this Thesis
In Chapter 2, I ﬁrst focus on the problem of scaffolding a set of contigs using
paired-end reads, though similar ideas could be extended to multi-contig con-
straints from sources such as strobe sequencing and restriction maps [Eid et al.,
2009]. Unlike existing solutions which use heuristics, we provide a combina-
torial algorithm that is guaranteed to ﬁnd the optimal scaffold under a natu-
ral criterion similar to [Huson et al., 2002]. By exploiting the ﬁxed-parameter
tractability of the problem and a contraction step that leverages the structure
of the graph, our scaffolder (Opera) effectively constructs scaffolds for large
genomic datasets. The fundamental advantages of this approach are twofold:
Firstly, the algorithm provides a solution that explains/uses as much of the mate-
pair data as possible (as we show, this also translates into a more complete and
reliable scaffold in practice). Secondly, the algorithm provides a clear guarantee
on the quality of the assembly and avoids overly aggressive assembly heuristics
that can produce large scaffolds at the expense of assembly errors.
While libraries from new sequencing technologies generate a vast amount of
paired-end reads that provide detailed connectivity information, assembly and
mapping errors from shorter read lengths and an abundance of chimeric mate-
pairs in some protocols [Ng et al., 2006] can complicate the scaffolding effort.
We show how these sources of error can be handled in our optimization frame-
work in a robust fashion. We also employ a quadratic programming formulation
(and an efﬁcient solver) to compute gap sizes that best agree with mate-pair li-
brary derived constraints. Our experiments with several large real and synthetic
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datasets suggest that these theoretical advantages in Opera do translate to larger,
more reliable and well-deﬁned scaffolds when compared to existing programs.
In Chapter 3, we propose a formulation for ﬁnishing in-silico (called “FinIS”)
by carefully exploiting the shotgun-sequencing information that was left unused
by the assembly. We show that this framework can be used to simultaneously
verify and close gaps in the genome, taking into account repeat-based conﬂicts
and coverage imposed constraints. While several existing assemblers and tools
aim to achieve a similar gap-closure goal through ad hoc heuristics [Li et al.,
2010; Tsai et al., 2010], we demonstrate in this thesis that, by formulating and
optimizing a clear objective function, we can simultaneously improve the con-
tiguity and reliability of the assembly. In combination with other work on exact
algorithms for assembly, this brings us one more step closer to the idea of ob-
taining ﬁnished genomes in silico and realizing a vision of sequence assembly
as a “black box”, based on exact algorithms that need no tuning.
In Chapter 4, I ﬁrst extend Operas applicability to large genomes in a time
and memory-efﬁcient manner, through algorithmic and engineering reﬁnements
(referred to here as OPERA-LG). OPERA-LG also incorporates several addi-
tional features speciﬁcally tailored for producing high quality draft assemblies
for large, repeat-rich and polyploid genomes. These include the ability to si-
multaneously use data from multiple libraries (a ﬁrst for scaffolding programs)
as is typically needed in large assembly projects, an improved edge-length esti-
mation algorithm, as well as extensions for scaffolding repetitive and polyploid
sequences. Based on our experiences with recent genome assembly projects, we
6
also highlight Opera’s ability to be sequencing platform independent - including
a module to scaffold with PacBio data - and its use as an assembly augmenta-




An Exact Algorithm for Scaffolding
Problem
2.1 Background
Scaffolding, the problem of ordering and orienting contigs, typically using paired-
end reads, is a crucial step in the assembly of high-quality draft genomes. Even
as sequencing technologies and mate-pair protocols have improved signiﬁcantly,
scaffolding programs still rely on heuristics, with no guarantees on the quality
of the solution. In this chapter we explore the feasibility of an exact solution
for scaffolding and present a ﬁrst ﬁxed-parameter tractable solution for assem-
bly (Opera). We also describe a graph contraction procedure that allows the
solution to scale to large scaffolding problems and demonstrate this by scaf-
folding several large real and synthetic datasets. In comparisons with existing
scaffolders, Opera simultaneously produced longer and more accurate scaffolds
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demonstrating the utility of an exact approach. Opera also incorporates an exact
quadratic programming formulation to precisely compute gap sizes.
2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Deﬁnitions
In a typical whole-genome shotgun sequencing project, randomly sheared frag-
ments of DNA are sequenced, using one or more of the several sequencing tech-
nologies that are now available; then, the resulting reads are assembled in silico
to produce longer contig sequences [Pop, 2004]. In addition, often the reads
are generated from the ends of long fragments (of known approximate sizes and
from one or more libraries) and this information is used to link together contigs
and order and orient them (see Fig. 2.1).
Consider a set of contigs C = {c1, . . . , cn}. For every ci ∈ C, we denote the
two possible orientations as ci and −ci. A scaffold is then given by a signed
permutation of the contigs as well as a list of gap sizes between adjacent contigs
(see Fig. 2.1(d)). Given two contigs ci and cj linked by a mate-pair (i.e. one
end falls on ci and the other end on cj), the relative orientation of the contigs
suggested by the mate-pair can be encoded as a bidirected edge in a graph (see
Fig. 2.1(a, c)). We then say that a mate-pair is concordant in a scaffold if the
suggested orientation is satisﬁed and the distance between the reads is less than
a speciﬁed maximum library size τ .
9
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Edge using right side of a contig
Edge using left side of a contig
Contig
Figure 2.1: Mate-pairs and Scaffold Graph. (a) Mate-pair constraints (lines with
arrows) on order and orientation of contigs (pointed boxes). Arrows pointing to
the right suggest reads have the same orientation as contigs; Otherwise, arrows
have different orientation from contigs. Four types of orientation of mate-pairs
are shown here. (b) A set of mate-pairs and contigs. (c) The resulting scaffold
graph obtained from (b). The mate-pairs are converted to edges and contigs are
treated as nodes. Edges pointing out of a node suggest the usage of the right side
of this node, while edges pointing towards a node suggest the usage of the left
side of this node. (d) A scaffold for the graph in (c). The values between contigs
represent corresponding gap sizes. Original sequences are used for producing
scaffold sequences if contigs point to the right; otherwise, reverse compliment
sequences are used instead.
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2.2.2 Scaffold Graph
Given a set of contigs and a mapping of paired-reads to contigs, we use an “edge
bundling” step as described in [Huson et al., 2002] to construct a scaffold graph
(actually bidirected multi-graph) where contigs are nodes and are connected by
scaffold edges representing multiple paired reads that suggest a similar distance
and orientation for the contigs (see Fig. 2.1(b, c)). After the bundling step exist-
ing scaffolders (tools producing scaffolds), typically, ﬁlter edges with less than
an arbitrary (sometimes user-speciﬁed) threshold on the number of supporting
paired reads. This is done to reduce the number of incorrect edges in the graph
from chimeric mate-pairs (mate-pair whose distance or orientation does not fol-
low the library it belongs to). Instead of setting this threshold on the number
of supporting paired reads arbitrarily and independent of genome size or se-
quence coverage, we use the following simulation to determine an appropriate
threshold: We simulate chimeric reads by selecting paired-reads at random and
exchanging their partners. This is then repeated till a signiﬁcant proportion of
the reads (say 10%) are chimeric. We then bundle the chimeric reads as before
and repeat the simulation a 100 times to determine the scaffold edge with most
chimeric reads supporting it (say d) and set the threshold to be one more than
that (i.e. d+1). This then effectively removes the “stochastic noise” introduced
by chimeric constructs and allows the main scaffolding algorithm to focus on
systematic assembly and mapping errors that lead to incorrect scaffold edges.
Besides, simulated chimeric mate-paires are not purely random, since they are
generated according to real data.
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Extrapolating the notion of concordance to scaffold edges we get the following
natural formulation of the Scaffolding Problem:
Deﬁnition 2.1 (Scaffolding Problem). Given a scaffold graph G, ﬁnd a scaffold
S of the contigs that maximizes the number of concordant edges in the graph.
As this problem is analogous to that in [Huson et al., 2002] (Huson consider in
single mate-pair level, while we consider in mate-pair cluster level), it is easy to
modify their proof to show that the decision version of the scaffolding problem
is NP-complete.
2.2.3 Computational Tractability
The scaffolding problem that we deﬁne (as well as the one in [Huson et al.,
2002]) does not speciﬁcally deﬁne a structure for the scaffold graph. In practice,
however, the scaffold graph is constrained by the fact that mate-pair libraries
have an upper-bound τ on the distance between paired reads and contigs have a
minimum length, lmin. This deﬁnes an upper-bound on the number of contigs
that can be spanned by a concordant mate-pair i.e. the width of the library (or
w, where w ≤ τ
lmin
). Here we show that considering width as a ﬁxed parameter,
we can indeed construct an algorithm that is polynomial in the size of the graph.
This is similar to the work in [Saxe, 1980], where the focus is on a bounded
version of the graph bandwidth problem (A problem of labeling all vertices of
a graph to minimize the upper-bound of distances between two nodes of all
edges). The scaffolding problem can be seen as a generalization of a bounded
version of the graph bandwidth problem where nodes and edges in the graph
12
have orientations and lengths and not all edge constraints have to be satisﬁed.
For ease of exposition we ﬁrst consider the special case where the optimal scaf-
fold in a scaffold graph has no discordant edges (i.e. a bounded-width graph).
We consider the case of discordant edges in Section 2.2.4. Also, without loss of
generality, we assume that the graph is connected (otherwise, we can compute
optimal scaffolds for each component independently). Finally, it is easy to see
that we can limit our search to scaffolds where all gap sizes are 0 (we show how
more appropriate gap sizes can be computed in Section 2.2.7). We begin with a
few deﬁnitions: For a scaffold graph G = (V,E) a partial scaffold S ′ is a scaf-
fold on a subset of the contigs and the dangling set, D(S ′), is the set of edges
from S ′ to V − S ′. The active region A(S ′) is then the shortest sufﬁx of S ′ s.t.
all the dangling edges are adjacent to a contig in A(S ′). A partial scaffold S ′ is
said to be valid if all edges in the induced subgraph are concordant.
We now describe a dynamic-programming based search over the space of scaf-
folds to ﬁnd the optimal scaffold. Note that a naive search for an optimal scaf-
fold would enumerate over all possible signed permutations of the contigs and
count the number of concordant scaffold edges. Since, there are 2|V ||V |! possi-
ble signed permutations, this approach is clearly not feasible. Instead, we can
limit our search over an equivalence class of partial scaffolds as shown in the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Consider two valid partial scaffolds S ′1 and S ′2 of the scaffold











the same set of contigs; and (2) both or neither of them can be extended to a
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solution.
Proof. For (1), suppose there exists a contig c which appears in S ′2 but not in
S ′1. Since G = (V,E) is a connected graph, there exists a path from c to ac-
tive region. Suppose y is the ﬁrst contig in that path which is in the active
region of both S ′1 and S
′
2. Then, the path will be (in an undirected sense)
z1 = y, z2, . . . , zi = c in G = (V,E). For S ′1, z2, . . . , zi ∈ V − VS′1 , while
for S ′2, z2, . . . , zi ∈ VS′2 . Hence, (z1, z2) is a dangling edge of S ′1 while (z1, z2)
is not a dangling edge of S ′2 which gives us a contradiction.
For (2), let S ′′ be any scaffold of V − VS′1 = V − VS′2 . Since S ′1 and S ′2 have
the same active region, S ′1S
′′ has no discordant edges if and only if S ′2S
′′ has no
discordant edges.
Based on the above lemma, the algorithm in Figure 2.2 starts from an empty
scaffold S = ∅ and extends it a contig at a time to search over the equiv-
alence class of partial scaffolds and ﬁnd a scaffold with no discordant edges
(if it exists). The proof of correctness of the algorithm follows directly from
Lemma 2.1.
We prove the runtime complexity of the algorithm in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Given a scaffold graph G = (V,E) and a empty scaffold, the
algorithm Scaffold-Bounded-Width runs in O(|E||V |w) time.
Proof. The number of contigs in an active region is bounded by w and each
contig has two possible orientations. Hence the set of possible active regions is
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Scaffold-Bounded-Width(S ′)
Require: A scaffold graph G = (V,E) and a valid partial scaffold S ′
Ensure: Return a scaffold S of G with no discordant edges and where S ′ is a
preﬁx of S
1: if S ′ is a scaffold of G then
2: return S ′
3: end if
4: for every c ∈ V − VS′ in each orientation do
5: Let S ′′ be the scaffold formed by concatenating S ′ and c;
6: Let A be the active region of S ′′;
7: Let D be the dangling set of S ′′;
8: if (A,D) is unmarked then
9: [
10: Mark (A,D) as processed;
11: if S ′′ is valid then
12: [
13: S ′′′ ← Scaffold-Bounded-Width(S ′′);







Figure 2.2: An algorithm for generating a scaffold for a bounded-width scaffold
graph.
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O((2|V |)w). Every contig in an active region has ≤ w dangling edges and so
for a given active region there at most O(2w2) dangling sets (i.e. a constant).
The number of equivalence classes is therefore bounded by O(2|V |w). For each
equivalence class updating the active region and the dangling set in steps 6 and
7 takes O(|E|) time.
The runtime analysis presented here is clearly a coarse-grained analysis and with
some more work, tighter bounds can be proven (for e.g. since we extend the
scaffold in only one direction, we do not need to keep track of the dangling set).
However, the main point here is that for a bounded w the worst-case runtime
of the algorithm is polynomial in the size of the graph, i.e. we have a ﬁxed-
parameter tractable algorithm for the problem. In the next section we discuss
how this analysis can be extended to the case where not all edges in the optimal
scaffold are concordant.
2.2.4 Minimizing Discordant Edges
The bounded width case is a special case of the scaffolding problem and corre-
spondingly the NP-completeness result discussed in Section 2.2.2 does not hold.
In the following theorem, we show that the decision version of the scaffolding
problem (allowing for discordant edges) is NP-complete even when width is
bounded by a constant.
Theorem 2.2. Given a scaffold graph G and a bounded width w, the problem
of deciding if there exists a scaffold S with less than p discordant edges is NP-
complete.
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Proof. Given a scaffold, it is easy to see that it can be checked in polynomial
time and hence the problem is in NP.
We now show a reduction from the (1, 2)-traveling salesperson problem. Given
a complete graph H = (V,E) whose edges are of weight either 1 or 2, the
(1, 2)-traveling salesperson problem asks if a weight k path exists that visits all
vertices.
To construct a scaffold graphG = (V ′, E ′), we set V ′ = V and E ′ to a subset of
E in which all edges with weight 2 are discarded (for every pair of such nodes
(u, v) ∈ E, there are actually two bidirected edges in E ′ corresponding to the
permutations uv and −u− v). Clearly, the graph G can be constructed from H
in polynomial time and the width is bounded.
We now show that H has a path of weight L + 2(|V | − 1− L) if and only if G
has a solution which omits |E ′| − L edges, where L is the number of weight-1
edges in a scaffold of G.
Suppose H has a path of length L + 2(|V | − 1 − L), i.e., the path has L edges
of weight 1 and (|V | − 1− L) edges of weight 2. Then, in G, we can construct
a scaffold S which consists of these L edges of weight 1 (by choosing the ap-
propriate bidirected edge). S is a valid scaffold which omits |E ′| − L edges in
G.
Suppose G has a scaffold which omits |E| − L edges (for multiple independent
scaffolds, consider them in any order). Since the weights of all edges inG are 1,
all edges in the solution connect two adjacent nodes. As H is a clique, if there
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is no edge in a pair of adjacent nodes in the solution, there must be an edge of
weight 2 inH . Then, a travelling-salesperson path of length L+2(|V |− 1−L)
can be constructed by selecting all such missing edges from H .
Theorem 2.2 suggests that we cannot hope to design an algorithm that is poly-
nomial in p, the number of discordant edges. However, for a constant p we can
extend the algorithm in Section 2.2.3 and still maintain a runtime polynomial in
the size of the graph. The basic idea here is that we need to extend the notion of
equivalence class by keeping track of discordant edges from the partial scaffold
(denoted by X(S ′) for a partial scaffold S ′). Also, we redeﬁne the dangling set
to contain only concordant edges and note that as the scaffold is only extended
in one direction, the dangling set is completely determined by the active region
and the set of discordant edges. Then the following lemma is a straightforward
extension of Lemma 2.1:
Lemma 2.2. Consider two partial scaffolds S ′1 and S ′2 of G with less than p











contain the same set of contigs; and (2) both or neither of them can be extended
to a solution.
Based on this lemma an extension of the algorithm in Figure 2.2 that handles
discordant edges is presented in Figure 2.3. In addition, we extend the runtime
analysis in the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3. Consider a scaffold graph G = (V,E) and let p be the max-




Require: A scaffold graph G = (V,E) and a partial scaffold S ′ with at most
p discordant edges
Ensure: Return a scaffold S of G with at most p discordant edges and where
S ′ is a preﬁx of S
1: if S ′ is a scaffold of G then
2: return S’
3: end if
4: for every c ∈ V − VS′ in each orientation do
5: Let S ′′ be the scaffold formed by concatenating S ′ and c;
6: Let A be the active region of S ′′;
7: Let X be the set of discordant edges of S ′′;
8: if (A,X) is unmarked then
9: [
10: Mark (A,X) as processed;
11: if |X| ≤ p then
12: [
13: S ′′′ ← Scaffold(S ′′, p);







Figure 2.3: An algorithm for generating a scaffold with at most p discordant
edges.
Proof. As before the set of possible active regions is O(|V |w). Also, there are
at most O(|E|p) possible sets of discordant edges. Finally, for each equivalence
class, updating the active region and the set of discordant edges in steps 6 and 7
takes O(|E|) time.
To convert this algorithm into one that optimizes over p, we can rely on a branch-
and-bound approach where (1) a quick heuristic search is used to ﬁnd a good
solution and deﬁne an upper-bound on p and (2) the upper-bound is reﬁned as
better solutions are found and the search is not terminated till all extensions
have been explored in step 4. We implemented such an approach but found that
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in some cases our heuristic search would return a poor upper-bound and thus
affect the runtime of the algorithm. To get around this, our current implemen-
tation tries each value of p (starting from 0) and stops when a scaffold can be
constructed (the total runtime is still O(|V |w|E|p+1)).
Note that while the worst-case runtimes bounds suggest that if p increases by
one, runtime would increase by a factor proportional to the size of the graph,
in practice, we observe only a constant factor increase (i.e. runtime growth is
Cp where C ≤ 5). For real datasets, we can further exploit the structure of the
graph and one idea that improves runtimes signiﬁcantly is detailed below.
2.2.5 Graph Contraction
Contigs assembled from a whole-genome shotgun sequencing data come in a
range of sizes and often a successful assembly produces several contigs longer
than mate-pair library thresholds (τ ). For a particular library size, we label such
contigs as border contigs and note the fact that a scaffold derived from such a
scaffold graph will not have concordant library edges spanning a border contig.
For a scaffold graph G = (V,E), we then deﬁne G′ = (V ′, E ′) as a fenced
subgraph of G if edges in E from V − V ′ to V ′ are always adjacent to a border
contig. For example, Figure 2.4(b) shows a fenced subgraph of the scaffold
graph in Figure 2.4(a).
We now prove a lemma on the relationship between optimal scaffolds of G′ and
G.
Lemma 2.4. Given a scaffold graph G = (V,E), let G′ = (V ′, E ′) be a fenced
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Figure 2.4: Contracting the Scaffold Graph. (a) Original scaffold graph G in-
cluding border contigs (red). (b) A fenced subgraph ofG (with optimal scaffolds
“3 4 -5” and “8 -9 10”) deﬁned by border contigs (3, 5, 8, 10). (c) The new graph
after contraction of optimal scaffolds for the subgraph in (b). The two optimal
scaffolds produced from the subgraph are used to replace the original contigs in
(a).
subgraph of G. Suppose S ′ = {S ′1, . . . , S ′n} forms the optimal scaffold set of
G′ (disconnecting scaffolds connected by discordant edges). There exists an
optimal scaffold set S of G where every S ′i is a subpath of some scaffold of S .
Proof. Let S be an optimal scaffold set of G that does not contain S ′ as sub-
paths. We construct a new scaffold set that does, by ﬁrst removing all contigs
in V ′. For each remaining partial scaffold whose end was adjacent to a border
contig b, we append that end to the corresponding scaffold S ′i (with b on its end
and in the right orientation). This new scaffold is at least as optimal as S . To see
this, note that the number of concordant edges between nodes in V −V ′ as well
as those between nodes in V and V − V ′ has remained the same. Also, since
S ′ is optimal for G′ the number of concordant edges in V ′ could only have gone
up.
Based on the lemma, we devise a recursive, graph contraction based algorithm
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ContractAndScaffold(G)
Require: A Scaffold Graph G
Ensure: An optimal scaffold S of G
1: Identify a fenced subgraph G′ of G using a traversal from a border contig.




3: From G, form a new scaffold graph G′′ by contracting all contigs in S ′i to
a node si, for each i = 1, . . . , n.
4: Call ContractAndScaffold(G′) to obtain the scaffold S ′′ of G′′.
5: From S ′′ construct S by replacing every si by S ′i, for each i = 1, . . . , n.
Figure 2.5: A recursive graph contraction based algorithm to compute an opti-
mal scaffold for a scaffold graph G.
to compute the optimal scaffold and this is outlined in Figure 2.5 and illustrated
by an example in Figure 2.4.
2.2.6 Handling of Repeat Contigs
Repeat regions in the genome are often assembled (especially by short-read
assemblers) as a single contig and in the scaffolding stage, information from
mate-pairs could help placing such contigs in multiple scaffold locations. The
optimization algorithm described here can be naturally extended to handle such
cases. We do not explore this extension here and instead ﬁlter such contigs
(based on read coverage greater than 1.5 times the genomic mean) before scaf-
folding with Opera. It should be noticed that some over-sequenced regions
might also be considered as repeats in our program.
2.2.7 Determination of Gap Sizes
After the order and orientation of contigs in a scaffold have been computed, the
constraints imposed by the paired-reads can also be used to determine the sizes
of intervening gaps between contigs. This then serves as an important guide for
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genome ﬁnishing efforts as well as downstream analysis. Since scaffold edges
can span multiple gaps and impose competing constraints on their sizes, we













where, E is the set of scaffold edges (with normally distributed sizes parame-
terized by μi, σi), G is the set of gap sizes and si(G) is the observed separation,
constrained by τ , for scaffold edge i determined from the gap sizes. μi and σi
can be calculated as described in “edge bundling” step in Huson et al. [2002].











If ci is the total length of contig sequences spanned by a scaffold edge and Gi is








where gj are the gap sizes. The resulting quadratic program (with gap sizes
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bounded by τ ) can be shown to have a positive deﬁnite Q matrix with a unique
solution that can be found by the Goldfarb-Idnani active-set dual method in
polynomial time [Goldfarb and Idnani, 1983]. This procedure thus efﬁciently
computes gap sizes that optimize a clear likelihood function while taking all
scaffold edges into account. As we show below, this also leads to improved
estimates for gap sizes in practice.
2.3 Experimental Results
2.3.1 Datasets
To evaluate Opera, we compared it against existing programs (Velvet [Zerbino
et al., 2009], Bambus [Pop et al., 2004a] and SOPRA [Dayarian et al., 2010]) on
a dataset for B. pseudomallei [Nandi et al., 2010] as well as synthetic datasets
for E. coli, S. cervisiae and D. melanogaster (chromosome X). The synthetic
datasets were generated using Metasim [Richter et al., 2008] and the reference
genome in each case was downloaded from the NCBI website. Similar to the
real dataset, for the synthetic sets, we simulated a high-coverage read library
as well as a low-coverage mate-pair library. Detailed information about the
datasets can be found in Table 2.1.
In all cases (except for B. pseudomallei) the reads were assembled and scaf-
folded using Velvet (with default parameters and k = 31). For, Bambus and
Opera, contigs assembled by Velvet were provided as input and scaffolded with
the aid of the mate-pair library. For SOPRA, we used the combined Velvet-
SOPRA pipeline as described in [Dayarian et al., 2010]. In the case of B. pseu-
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Table 2.1: Test datasets and sequencing statistics.
E. coli B. pseudomallei S. cerevisiae D. melanogaster
Size (Mbp) 4.6 7 12.1 22.4
Chromosomes 1 2 16 1
Reads (length, 80bp, 300bp 100bp (454 reads) 80bp, 300bp 80bp, 300bp
insert size, coverage) 40X 20X 40X 40X
standard deviation 30 - 30 30
Mate-pairs (length, 50bp, 10Kbp 20bp, 10Kbp 50bp, 10Kbp 50bp, 10Kbp
insert size, coverage) 2X 2.8X 2X 2X
standard deviation 1k 1.5k 1k 1k
domallei the 454 reads were assembled using Newbler (http://www.454.com)
and scaffolded using Bambus and Opera (Velvet and SOPRA cannot directly
take contigs as input).
2.3.2 Scaffold Contiguity
For each dataset and for each method, we assessed the contiguity of the reported
set of scaffolds, by the N50 size (the length  of the longest scaffold such that at
least half of the genome is covered by scaffolds longer than ) and the length of
the longest scaffold and we also report the number of scaffolds with more than
one contig (see Table 2.2). As can be seen from Table 2.2, Opera consistently
produces the smallest number of scaffolds, the largest N50 sizes and the largest
single scaffold.
2.3.3 Scaffold Correctness
To check the correctness of the reported scaffolds, we aligned the corresponding
contigs to the reference genome using MUMmer [Kurtz et al., 2004]. Consec-
utive contigs in a scaffold that do not have the same order and orientation in
the reference genome were then counted as breakpoints in the scaffold (see Ta-
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Table 2.2: A comparison of scaffold contiguity for different methods.
E. coli B. pseudomallei S. cerevisiae D. melanogaster
No. of Velvet 241 - 1131 2148
Total Bambus 200 183 1085 2062
Scaffolds SOPRA 545 - 2171 4927
Opera 3 3 31 36
No. of Velvet 2 - 26 23
Non- Bambus 9 62 39 42
singleton SOPRA 90 - 308 149
Scaffolds Opera 2 2 22 15
N50 (Mbp) Velvet 3.02 - 0.55 1.88
Bambus 0.73 0.25 0.36 1.05
SOPRA 0.05 - 0.04 0.03
Opera 3.02 3.81 0.65 3.18
Maximum Velvet 3.02 - 0.96 4.31
Length Bambus 1.35 0.47 0.72 2.33
(Mbp) SOPRA 0.14 - 0.15 0.82
Opera 3.02 3.81 1.04 7.69
Table 2.3: Comparison of scaffold correctness for different methods.
E. coli B. pseudomallei S. cerevisiae D. melanogaster
No. of Velvet 3 - 6 11
Breakpoints Bambus 31 - 57 107
SOPRA 1 - 67 10
Opera 0 - 1 4
No. of Velvet 4 - 7 16
Discordant Bambus 19 673 55 423
Edges Opera 1 19 3 4
ble 2.3). In all datasets, Opera reports scaffolds with fewer breakpoints and
therefore with greater agreement with the reference genome. Table 2.3 also
reports the number of discordant edges seen in the scaffolds for the various
methods (SOPRA is not compared as it uses a different set of scaffolds) and as
expected Opera produces the best result under this criteria.
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Table 2.4: Runtime Comparison (Note that we do not report results for Velvet
as it does not have a distinct scaffolding module).
E. coli B. pseudomallei S. cerevisiae D. melanogaster
Time Bambus 50s 16m 2m 3m
SOPRA 49m - 2h 5h
Opera 4s 7m 11s 30s
2.3.4 Running Time and Gaps
The current implementation of Opera is in JAVA (for ease of programming) and
has not been optimized for runtime. However, despite this Opera had favorable
runtimes on all datasets (see Table 2.4). This is likely due to the fact that it can
effectively contract the scaffold graph while it searches for the optimal scaffold.
We also compared the gap sizes estimated by the scaffolders and, in general,
Velvet and Opera had the most consistent scaffolds and gap sizes. For gaps
(≥ 1Kbp) shared by their scaffolds, both Velvet and Opera produced accurate
gap estimates for S. cerevisiae, but Velvet had more gaps with relative error
> 10% (13 compared to 7 for Opera). For D. melanogaster, both scaffolders
had many more gaps with relative error > 10%, but Opera was slightly better
(31 versus 36 for Velvet).
2.4 Discussion
In this chapter we explored a formal approach to the problem of scaffolding of a
set of contigs using a mate-pair library. As we describe in the methods, despite
the computational complexity of the problem, we can devise a ﬁxed-parameter
tractable algorithm for scaffolding. Furthermore, by exploiting the structure
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of the scaffold graph (using a graph contraction procedure), this method can
scaffold large graphs and long mate-pair libraries (for e.g. the B. pseudomallei
graph has more than 900 contigs).
Our experimental results suggest that Opera can more fully utilize the connec-
tivity information provided by paired-end reads. When compared with existing
heuristic approaches, Opera simultaneously produces longer scaffolds and with
fewer errors. This highlights the utility of minimizing the number of discordant
edges in the scaffold graph and suggests that good approximation algorithms for
this problem could achieve similar results with better scalability.
There might be multiple scaffolds which have the same number of unhappy
PETs clusters. Currently, however, we only output one result. It is trivial to
calculate all optimal results for one subgraph, while how to combine them to
get results of the whole graph will be exponential.
Other possible optimality criteria, of course, can be adopted to calculate optimal
scaffolds. For instance, we can maximize the number of discordant paired-end
reads instead of the number of discordant edges during scaffolding. Since there
are more discordant paired-end reads than edges, the complexity of using this
criterion will be higher than the method discussed in this chapter. Moreover,
given a distribution of DNA fragment size, we can try to construct a scaffold
which maximizes the conditional probability of producing all the paired-end
data. However, since the order and orientation of contigs are unknown, the
number of all the possible ways to naively arrange contigs into scaffolds is fac-
torial to the number of contigs, which signiﬁcantly increases the complexity of
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ﬁnding a solution to maximize the likelihood.
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Chapter 3
An Exact Algorithm for Genome
Finishing
3.1 Background
With the increased democratization of sequencing, the reliance of sequence as-
sembly programs on heuristics is at odds with the need for black-box assembly
solutions that can be used reliably by non-specialists. In this chapter, we present
a formal deﬁnition for in silico assembly validation and ﬁnishing and explore the
feasibility of an exact solution for this problem using quadratic programming
(FinIS). Based on results for several real and simulated datasets, we demon-
strate that FinIS validates the correctness of a larger fraction of the assembly
than existing ad hoc tools. Using a test for unique optimal solutions, we show
that FinIS can improve on both precision and recall values for the correctness of
assembled sequences, when compared to competing programs.
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c1 c2 c3 c4
Draft Assembly: ʅ1 ʍ1 ʅ2ʍ2 ʅ3ʍ3
Unassembled Reads:
Overlap Relationships:
Figure 3.1: Unassembled reads and gaps in a draft assembly. Nodes in the graph
represent reads and edges represent overlap relationships. All the unassembled




The draft assembly from a shotgun-sequencing project (genome, transcriptome
or metagenome) is typically in the form of a set of scaffolds, where each scaffold
is an ordered and oriented (positive or negative strand) set of contigs (assembled
ungapped sequences). Let SC = {c1, . . . , cn} be the ordered set of contigs for
a scaffold S. For every ci ∈ SC , we denote the two possible orientations as
ci and −ci. For the gap between contigs ci and ci+1 (also referred to as si and
ti), the size and standard-deviation estimates from the scaffold (the size can
be estimated as described in 2.2.7 and the standard-deviation can be obtained
by calculating combined standard deviation of all edges crossing this gap) are
assumed to parameterize a normal distribution (i.e. N(μi, σi)) and the unknown
sequence is denoted as gi.
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Figure 3.2: Contig-graph and its simpliﬁcation. (a) Encoding of orientations
for overlapping contigs in the contig-graph (b) A contig-graph representing se-
quences connecting two gaps in the genome. Dotted lines indicate edges to other
parts of the contig-graph. (c) A “trimmed” version of the graph in (b). Note that
the solutions for the two gaps need to be considered together to identify the
unique optimal solution. (d) The ﬁnal graph after further simpliﬁcations.
Given a draft assembly, the set of all gaps G in the assembly can be viewed
as potential endpoints for missing sequenced reads in the genome (Fig. 3.1).
The missing reads can be encoded in a graph structure representing the overlap
relation between the reads, analogous to what is done in overlap graph [Kece-
cioglu and Myers, 1993] and de Bruijn graph assemblers [Pevzner et al., 2001].
Furthermore, the graph can be simpliﬁed to encode essential information as a
contig graph (or string graph [Myers, 2005]), where reads that assemble un-
ambiguously are compressed into contig nodes (these contigs are in addition to
those in the original scaffold) and edges represent contigs that overlap in their
ends (Fig. 3.2a,b). Note that as each contig has two orientations, there are four
ways in which they can overlap, as shown in Figure 3.2a and we encode this
with bidirected edges in the graph (see Section 3.2.5 for details on graph con-
struction).
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Given a draft assembly and the contig graph for the rest of the sequences the
problem of in silico ﬁnishing can be viewed as that of simultaneously ﬁnding
“good” paths Pi for each gap i in the genome that validate the scaffold and
also provide gap sequences (gi’s). The goodness of paths can be measured in a









Transforming this into log-space, we can maximize this probability by minimiz-






In addition, information about the copy-number of a contig (cn(ci)) i.e. the
number of times it is expected to be represented in the genome, can be further








but information from other sources can also be incorporated in this framework,
giving us the following deﬁnition for the Finishing Problem (FP):
Deﬁnition 3.1 (Finishing Problem). Given a set of gaps G, a contig-graph CG
1A more accurate approach would be to model coverage biases using the negative-binomial
distribution.
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and a threshold T , is there a set of paths P in CG, where Pi connects contigs si
and ti, and each ci is visited ≤ cn(ci) times in P , such that f(P ) ≤ T .
In practice, requiring that every gap have a path in the contig-graph may be too
stringent and we relax this constraint by allowing for gaps to be left unﬁlled,
with the length of the resulting path |Pi| = 0. Note that our formulation here
can be viewed as a constrained form of graph-based assembly [Kececioglu and
Myers, 1993; Nagarajan and Pop, 2009] and a straightforward reduction from
the Longest-Path Problem can be used to show that it is also NP-complete.
3.2.2 Graph Trimming and Simpliﬁcation
While FP is not expected to have an algorithmic solution with runtime polyno-
mial in the size of the contig-graph in the worst-case, in practice, several aspects
of the problem can make exact algorithms feasible. In particular, gap sizes are
often restricted by the size of mate-pair libraries (typically < 3Kbp) and contig
lengths are usually larger than read lengths (i.e. > 100bp), limiting the number
of contig-graph edges needed to ﬁll gaps to ≤ 3000/100 = 30. Also, while
the complete contig-graph can be quite large (1000s of nodes in the microbial
genomes analyzed here), pruning of infeasible nodes and simpliﬁcation of the
graph can make it more manageable and untangle sets of gaps that can be ana-
lyzed independently.
In order to help trim the contig-graph we rely on the following simple observa-
tion based on the relaxed version of the scoring function f :
Lemma 3.1. The optimal path Pi between si and ti cannot be longer than 2μi.
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Let sp(a, b) be the length of the shortest directed path from contig a to b in the
contig graph. Then the following result is a direct consequence of the above
lemma.
Lemma 3.2. A node x in the contig-graph cannot be part of an optimal path Pi
between si and ti if sp(si, x) + sp(x, ti) > 2μi.
This lemma can then be used to identify nodes that are irrelevant for a particular
gap to construct a subgraph containing all it’s feasible paths. In order to pre-
compute the shortest paths, we rely on two searches using a modiﬁed Dijkstra’s
algorithm (search is limited to paths ≤ 2μi), one starting from si and another
from ti where edge directions have been reversed in the graph. After construc-
tion of subgraphs for each gap independently, we can then merge subgraphs that
share nodes and therefore should be jointly analyzed (Fig. 3.2c). As shown in
Section 3.3 this allows for substantial reduction in graph size (by 2 orders of
magnitude) and in decoupling gaps that do not have any dependencies.
After the trimming step, we employed two graph simpliﬁcation steps to com-
press the graph further: “path-compression” and “bubble-popping” [Zerbino
and Birney, 2008]. For path-compression, we identiﬁed simple paths where
the internal nodes had only one incoming and one outgoing edge. The internal
nodes and edges were then replaced with a single edge from the start node to the
end node in the path (it is trivial to show that path-compression does not change
the optimal solution for FP). For bubble-popping, we used graph-traversal to
identify contig-pairs a, b such that all outgoing edges from a lead to contigs ci
that have a unique incoming edge and a unique outgoing edge to b. If all such
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paths are of the same length2, we can replace them with a single edge from a to
b without altering the optimal solution to FP. By iteratively applying the simpli-
ﬁcation steps (till no changes are possible), complex structures in the graph can
be resolved to give a much simpler contig-graph for analysis (see Section 3.3
and Fig. 3.2d).
3.2.3 Quadratic Programming Formulation
In this chapter, we focused on exploring the feasibility of an exact solution to
FP. As the contig-graph, from our observation, is typically sparse and of mod-
est size (after trimming and simpliﬁcation) an exact solution may be possible
in many sequence assembly projects. In addition, complexity results, approx-
imation algorithms and greedy algorithms for problems related to FP such as
the Longest-Path problem and the Disjoint-Paths problem have been explored
extensively [Karger et al., 1993; Kleinberg, 1996] and these results can be ex-
trapolated to FP, where needed. Finally, as each connected component of the
contig-graph can be analyzed independently, we can rely on exact solutions for
graphs where it is feasible and turn to approximations or heuristics only when it
is absolutely necessary.
Analogous to the “ﬂow” formulations for the disjoint path problem [Kleinberg,
1996], we construct a Mixed-Integer Quadratic Program (MIQP) for FP such
that any solution to FP is also a solution for the MIQP3. Speciﬁcally, let V (CG)
2In sequencing datasets where indel errors are likely (e.g. 454 sequencing), more aggressive
forms of bubble-popping may be needed in the pre-processing of the contig graph provided to
FinIS.
3The opposite is unfortunately not true and the rare instances where circular ﬂows are ob-
tained have to be analyzed with alternate approaches.
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be the set of vertices, Einj (CG), E
out
j (CG) be the sets of incoming and outgoing
edges for vertex j in the contig-graph CG and lj be the length of contig cj .
Also, let xik be the number of times edge k will be used in the path Pi (the
“ﬂow” on this edge). Then, we can formulate and solve (for x) the following













k∈Einj (CG) xik ≤ cn(cj), ∀cj ∈ V (CG)∑
k∈Einj (CG) xik =
∑
k∈Eoutj (CG) xik, ∀i∀cj ∈ V (CG)− ({si} ∪ {ti})
xik ∈ N0
Note that the objective function is a translation of f(P ) in this setting and while
the ﬁrst set of constraints ensure that the paths do not violate contig copy-
numbers, the second set enforces a balanced-ﬂow in the graph. To reconstruct
paths from the ﬂow, we ﬁrst construct a graph for gap iwith xik copies of edge k.
We then used Hierholzer’s algorithm [Fleischner, 1991] for ﬁnding an Eulerian
path in this graph from si to ti. Brieﬂy, the algorithm works by ﬁrst ﬁnding a
path from si to ti with a depth-ﬁrst-search. As long as unused edges remain, the
algorithm continues by ﬁnding cycles from nodes with unused edges adjacent
to them, and replacing the node with the cycle in the ﬁnal solution.
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3.2.4 Uniqueness and Correctness of Paths
While our formulation of FP requires a solution, in practice, the solution can be
non-unique and this ambiguity can affect the correctness of the result. Another
measure of correctness is given by the Z-score = | |Pi|−μi
σi
| for a path. Large
Z-scores may indicate an incorrectly ﬁlled gap or errors in the draft assembly.
Also, a non-unique path can have a low Z-score and these results are still useful
as they conﬁrm the correctness of the assembly and narrow down the options for
the gap sequence. As gap estimates are normally distributed, an appropriately
chosen threshold on the Z-score (say 3) can be used to ﬂag potentially erroneous
gaps.
As MIQP solvers can be made to report multiple optimal solutions, non-
uniqueness of the MIQP solution can be tested in a straightforward way. A
given MIQP solution can however correspond to several paths, corresponding
to the Eulerian tours in Section 3.2.3. In addition, different Eulerian tours can
still produce the same gap sequence [Kingsford et al., 2010]. To account for this,
we use equation (1) in [Kingsford et al., 2010] to count the number of unique
sequences that arise from the Eulerian tours and are therefore potential solutions
for FP.
3.2.5 Graph Construction
The unused and partially-used reads in a draft assembly can be re-analyzed
using a de Bruijn graph or an overlap graph based assembler to construct the
contig-graphs that are needed in this study. However, this process can be com-
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putationally intensive even if done in the context of just a local re-assembly [Li
et al., 2010; Tsai et al., 2010]. As an alternative, we exploited the fact that many
assemblers output some form of “assembly graph” in addition to the ﬁnal as-
sembly [Zerbino and Birney, 2008; Li et al., 2010]. This graph can be extracted
for two popular assemblers, Velvet [Zerbino and Birney, 2008] and SOAPden-
ovo [Li et al., 2010], and parsed into a consistent contig-graph representation
for use in FinIS. Where needed, FinIS can also take in a user-supplied graph for
this analysis.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Datasets and Comparisons
To evaluate FinIS, we compared it to the two general and freely-available gap-
ﬁllers that we are aware of – GapCloser [Li et al., 2010] (version 1.12) and
IMAGE [Tsai et al., 2010] (version 2). Both methods are ad hoc and rely on
heuristic local assembly, where each gap is analyzed independently. All meth-
ods were tested on several simulated (for E. coli, B. subtilis and C. crescen-
tus) and real sequencing (S. aureus: SRA accession number SRX007712, and
P. stipitis) [Chapman et al., 2011]) datasets. Simulated datasets were gener-
ated using Metasim [Richter et al., 2008] based on NCBI reference genomes.
For each dataset, we simulated a high-coverage paired-read library as well as a
long-insert mate-pair library. Detailed statistics for all datasets can be found in
Table 3.1.
Draft assemblies for each dataset were constructed as follows: paired-reads
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Table 3.1: Datasets and sequencing statistics.
S. aureus B. subtilis C. crescentus E. coli P. stipitis
Genome Size (Mbp) 2.9 4.0 4.0 4.6 15.4
# of Chromosomes 1 1 1 1 8
Paired-reads (length, 76bp, 80bp, 80bp, 80bp, 75bp,
insert-size, 300bp, 300bp, 300bp, 300bp, 279bp,
coverage) 668X 100X 100X 100X 304X
Mate-pairs (length, n.a. 50bp, 10kbp, 50bp, 10kbp, 50bp, 10kbp, n.a.
insert-size, coverage) 2X 2X 2X
were assembled using Velvet [Zerbino and Birney, 2008] (k=49), with reads
being error-corrected for the real datasets using Quake [Kelley et al., 2010]
(coverage-cutoff of 5). Contigs for simulated datasets were scaffolded using
mate-pair data and Opera [Gao et al., 2011], while a reference-based scaffold
was created for the real datasets (using MUMmer [Kurtz et al., 2004]). Draft
assemblies were aligned to the reference genome using MUMmer to identify
valid gaps (i.e. those where adjacent contigs have correct orientations and size
estimates are within 1kbp of the correct answer). IMAGE and GapCloser (k=31)
were run with default parameters4 and quadratic programs were constructed in
FinIS based on the Velvet contig graph and solved using the MOSEK C++ API
(http://www.mosek.com).
3.3.2 Finishing Completeness
The ability to ﬁnish more gaps in silico is, of course, an important metric for
ﬁnishing programs and ideally gap sizes should have limited effect on this abil-
ity. As the ad hoc methods used more sensitive parameters to detect overlaps,
we expected them to be more successful in this aspect. Despite this, in our eval-
uation, FinIS was consistently more effective than IMAGE and GapCloser in
4IMAGE ran for more than 3 days on the P. stipitis assembly and correspondingly we termi-















S. aureus B. subtilis C. crescentus E. coli P. stipitis
Figure 3.3: Percentage of gaps ﬁnished in silico. Note that the species are sorted
by genome size.
reconstructing gap sequences, in particular, closing 100% of the gaps in the B.
subtilis genome (Fig. 3.3). On real datasets, GapCloser and FinIS were able to
close fewer gaps and on closer inspection this seems to be due to the lack of read
data for these gaps. This discrepancy could be due to several reasons, includ-
ing biological variation in strains and GC-composition-associated sequencing
biases.
A breakdown of these results in terms of gap sizes suggests that the performance
of IMAGE and GapCloser is inﬂuenced signiﬁcantly by this factor (Fig. 3.4).
While IMAGE has a limit of∼2Kbp, GapCloser’s performance degrades quickly
for gap sizes longer than ∼3Kbp. In contrast, FinIS does well for short as well
as long gaps. For example, in the E. coli dataset, FinIS constructed sequences
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Figure 3.4: Size distribution of gaps ﬁnished in silico. Values plotted show the
percentage of gaps in each gap-size bin that were ﬁlled by FinIS. Note that the
species are sorted by genome size.
3.3.3 Finishing Correctness
To evaluate the correctness of a reconstructed sequence for a gap, we aligned it
with the reference sequence (using MAFFT [Katoh et al., 2002]) and required
> 95% similarity and a length difference of < 5%. Based on this criteria, in
our evaluation of precision, GapCloser and FinIS performed consistently well,
while IMAGE results were more variable (Fig. 3.5a). As expected, sequences
reconstructed by FinIS had very high precision in the simulated datasets (>
90%) and the few incorrect sequences that we saw were likely due to gap size
estimates (from Opera) that were slightly off. On real datasets, FinIS still had
higher precision (> 85%) than IMAGE and GapCloser, and manual inspection
































S. aureus B. subtilis C. crescentus E. coli P. stipitis
0
S. aureus B. subtilis C. crescentus E. coli P. stipitis
Figure 3.5: Finishing performance measured as precision and recall. Note that
we use the following deﬁnitions: Precision = # of correctly ﬁnished gaps
# of ﬁnished gaps ; Recall =
# of correctly ﬁnished gaps
# of valid gaps .
supportive of biological variation as an alternative hypothesis in these cases.
Restricting our ﬁnishing completeness analysis (see Section 3.3.2) to uniquely
and correctly ﬁlled, valid gaps provided us recall values for the various methods
(Fig. 3.5b) that followed a similar pattern to that seen in Fig. 3.3. In all datasets,
FinIS correctly reconstructs more gap sequences than GapCloser and IMAGE,
and all invalid gaps were correctly ﬂagged by FinIS as not having a gap sequence
that met the MIQP criteria.
3.3.4 Program Sizes and Runtime
To evaluate the utility of the graph trimming and simpliﬁcation steps, we com-
puted the number of variables and constraints in the MIQP for each contig-graph
and at various stages of the process. As can be seen from Table 3.2, the number
of variables and constraints for the largest MIQP typically went down by about
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Table 3.2: Size of the MIQP for various datasets. We report the number of vari-
ables and constraints in the largest program at each stage of analysis in FinIS.
Complete Graph Trimmed Graph Final Graph
Genomes Variables Constraints Variables Constraints Variables Constraints
S. aureus 35090 27199 481 474 478 470
B. subtilis 2300 1806 267 253 230 221
C. crescentus 5976 4847 67 98 52 78
E. coli 20856 15946 393 362 281 266
P. stipitis 529348 396389 1467 2104 1160 1654
Table 3.3: Runtime comparison for in silico ﬁnishing programs.
S. aureus B. subtilis C. crescentus E. coli P. stipitis
GapCloser 7m7s 2m57s 1m42s 1m37s 21m57s
IMAGE 10h2m 2h42m 4h35m 4h50m > 3 days
FinIS 1m29s 7s 6s 8s 26m
2 orders of magnitude. Overall the largest program solved was for the P. stipitis
genome and had more than a 1000 constraints and variables.
In terms of overall runtime, FinIS has modest requirements that are comparable
to what is needed for GapCloser, on the genomes that we tested (Table 3.3).
In effect, this dfemonstrates that the assembly graph information provided by
assemblers is sufﬁcient for in silico ﬁnishing and that computational time can
be better spent in analyzing this graph.
3.4 Discussion
The analysis and results in this chapter serve to establish the utility of a formal
deﬁnition for in silico ﬁnishing and the feasibility of an exact solution for FP in
the assembly of microbial genomes. Our experiments conﬁrm the intuition that
an exact analysis can simultaneously improve precision and recall of the recon-
structed sequences. In addition, the ability to count and, if needed, enumerate
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equally good solutions can help to conﬁrm the correctness of an assembly and
reduce wet-lab ﬁnishing efforts.
Note that while for large eukaryotic genomes we are likely to encounter contig-
graphs that cannot be solved using existing MIQP solvers, a majority of the
gaps are still likely to beneﬁt from this analysis. Where needed, we can also
reformulate the MIQP as a semi-deﬁnite program (SDP) and exploit the fact
that -approximate solutions can be found for SDPs in time polynomial in the
size of the program and log(1/) [Vandenberghe and Boyd, 1996].
Independent of the algorithms used, a key aspect of the work in this chapter
is that it highlights the utility of the contig-graph and a graph-based analysis
for assembly validation and ﬁnishing. While we have explored one particular
approach for analyzing this graph, alternate formulations (such as one where
copy-numbers are optimized but gap sizes serve as path constraints) and solu-




Scaling Opera to Large Genomes
4.1 Background
The ﬁeld of sequence assembly has largely been deﬁned by the development
of programs that rely on a mixture of clever heuristics, rules of thumb and
manually-tuned parameters to piece genomes together with variable degrees of
success [Nagarajan and Pop, 2013]. With an almost endless array of heuristics
and parameter choices to try, the ﬁeld has witnessed a steady stream of publica-
tions every year reporting new assembly tools with incremental improvements
over existing assemblers on a custom set of datasets. Recent assembly compe-
titions such as GAGE [Salzberg et al., 2012], Assemblathon [Earl et al. 2011]
and Assemblathon2 [Bradnam et al. 2013] have thus played an important role
in galvanizing the community and in highlighting the drawbacks of existing
assemblers, including the fact that no single assembler typically tends to outper-




matter of guesswork for new genome assembly projects.  
The reliance on heuristics in assembly owes its origins to several well known 
early results regarding its computational complexity [Peltola et al 1983; 
Kececioglu & Myers, 1995] (and further confirmed by recent studies 
[Medvedev et al 2007; Nagarajan and Pop, 2009]) that suggest that most formal 
definitions of the assembly problems are NP-hard. Notably though, most 
complexity results have been limited to worst-case analysis and relatively little 
has been said about average-case or parametric complexity of various assembly 
problems [Nagarajan and Pop, 2009]. For example, while the problem of 
constructing contigs from read data (typically formulated as a path-finding 
problem) has been shown to be NP-hard in terms of worst-case complexity 
[Medvedev et al 2007; Nagarajan and Pop, 2009], in practice, the problem is 
usually under-constrained in the absence of ultra-long reads, and 
trivially-computable, fragmented contig assemblies are the best we can do 
[Nagarajan and Pop, 2009]. The use of paired-end and mate-pair reads to 
scaffold contigs thus plays a vital role in assembly projects to significantly 
boost assembly quality [Gao et al 2011]. While worst-case analysis for the 
scaffolding problem also suggests that it could be computationally expensive to 
solve exactly, surprisingly, it is possible to design exact algorithms that require 
runtime polynomial in the size of the scaffold graph [Gao et al., 2011]. As 
shown in [Gao et al., 2011], using experiments on small genomes, this exact 




Scalable exact algorithms or hybrid-exact algorithms (those that use 
approximations or heuristics only where needed) may therefore potentially 
better address the needs of the assembly community by providing a paradigm 
shift in performance. Here we show that this is indeed feasible through 
algorithmic and engineering refinements that enable us to extend applicability 
of an exact algorithm (Opera, [Gao et al., 2011]) to large genomes in a time and 
memory-efficient manner (referred to here as OPERA-LG) without sacrificing 
formal properties. We show by benchmarking against state of the art assemblers 
(SOAPdenovo [Li et al., 2010], ALLPATHS-LG [Gnerre et al., 2010], SSPACE 
[Boetzer et al., 2011]) that this indeed provides a quantum jump in performance 
(several-fold increase in assembly contiguity metrics and an order of magnitude 
reduction in assembly errors) in many cases (instead of an incremental boost) 
and a scaffolder that seems to uniformly improve assembly results in all the 
cases tested here.  
In addition to being the first, scalable assembly algorithm with proven 
performance guarantees (other recent works on scaffolding are either reported 
to be not scalable or do not have formal guarantees [Salzberg et al., 2012; Earl 
et al. 2011; Bradnam et al. 2013]), OPERA-LG incorporates several additional 
features specifically tailored for producing high quality draft assemblies for 
large, repeat-rich and polyploid genomes. These include the ability to 
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simultaneously use data from multiple libraries (a first for scaffolding programs) 
as is typically needed in large assembly projects, an improved edge-length 
estimation algorithm and extensions for scaffolding repetitive and polyploid 
sequences. Based on our experiences with recent genome assembly projects, we 
also highlight Opera’s ability to be sequencing platform independent – 
including a module to scaffold with PacBio data – and its use as an assembly 
augmentation and refinement tool i.e. to take an existing assembly and improve 
it in a systematic manner. 
4.2. Methods 
4.2.1 Overview 
The algorithmic heart of OPERA-LG is as described in Gao et al. (2011) 
(summarized in Figure 4.1) and is based on (i) a memoized-search to find a 
scaffold that minimizes the number of discordant edges connecting contigs 
(Figure 4.1a), (ii) a graph contraction approach that allows for localizing the 
search for an optimal scaffold without losing the guarantee of a globally optimal 
scaffold (Figure 4.1b) and (iii) a quadratic programming formulation to 
compute gap sizes that best match distance constraints (Figure 4.1c). In addition, 
OPERA-LG incorporates several refinements that enable it to produce long and 
accurate assemblies for large, repeat-rich genomes including (a) Optimized 
data-structures and a hybrid-exact algorithm to improve its scalability (b) 
Refined edge-length estimation and the ability to simultaneously use 
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multiple-libraries to improve scaffolding accuracy and (c) Extensions that allow 
for the scaffolding of repeat and polyploid sequences, as detailed in the 
following sections. 
         
     (a)                                   (b) 
   
(c) 
   
Figure 4.1: Key algorithmic steps in OPERA-LG. a) Memoized Search: the 
search procedure in Opera is akin to a depth-first search where previously 
visited partial scaffolds are “memoized” and not re-searched. b) Graph 
Contraction: the subgraph demarcated by dotted-lines is independently solved in 
Opera, allowing for significant runtime improvements. c) Gap-size 
Optimization: gap sizes are jointly optimized in Opera by minimizing the 
quadratic function depicted in the figure. 
4.2.2 Improved Scalability with Optimized Data Structures 
In contrast to the original prototype version of Opera which was written in Java, 
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OPERA-LG was re-written in C++ to allow for greater control over runtime and 
memory optimizations and to avoid the overhead of garbage collection and the 
Java runtime environment. In particular, the data-structures used in OPERA-LG 
were redesigned to allow for a smaller memory and runtime footprint by 
exploiting the depth-first structure of the search [Gao et al, 2011]. As shown in 
Figure 4.1a, Opera is designed to keep track of a partial solution ܵ during its 
search by remembering the corresponding active region ܣሺܵሻ and a set of 
discordant edges ܺሺܵሻ [Gao et al., 2011]. Since partial scaffolds that are 
related in the search tree (say ଵܵ and ܵଶ) can overlap in their respective active 
regions and discordant edge sets, OPERA-LG avoids duplication of this 
information, by only recording the difference in these sets (i.e. ܣሺ ଵܵሻ ᇞ ܣሺܵଶሻ 
and ܺሺ ଵܵሻ ᇞ ܺሺܵଶሻ). In addition, as shown in Figure 4.1a, Opera employs a 
memorized search by remembering partial scaffolds that have already been 
explored. While this can be done in a straightforward way using a hash table, 
memory requirements for this approach can be significant. In OPERA-LG we 
implemented a trie-like (also referred to as prefix tree) data structure to store 
active regions (these are lists by definition) and corresponding discordant edges 
(an arbitrary order was imposed to convert these sets into lists) as shown in 
Figure 4.2. This allowed for a significant reduction in the memory footprint of 
OPERA-LG while allowing for lookups in time proportional to the size of the 




Figure 4.2: An example of the prefix tree data structure used to record visited 
partial scaffolds. The example here records the partial scaffolds ଵܵ, ܵଶ and ܵଷ 
shown at the top of the figure. 
While the runtime requirements for OPERA-LG were typically found to be 
modest and in particular aided by the graph contraction step shown in Figure 
4.1b, the search time for some sub-graphs can be significantly longer than 
average. Correspondingly OPERA-LG allows the user to bound the number of 
trials used on any one sub-graph (default value is 1 million)., switching to a 
prioritized search procedure based on the observation that the correct extension 
to a partial scaffold is typically constructed by adding the closest “unassigned” 
contig [Gao et al., 2011]. When OPERA-LG tries more than given times 
without finding a solution, it will increase the edge size threshold to filter edges 
with fewer paired-end supports. Specifically, the search procedure in 
OPERA-LG is tailored to explore contig extensions in order of their estimated 
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distance from the end of a partial scaffold. To estimate these distances, we 
employed a breadth-first-search procedure (visiting each scaffold edge only 
once) and used a weighted mean (down-weighting by the number of edges) for 
a contig that can be reached by more than one path. This ordering of contig 
extensions typically generated more accurate scaffolds in regions with 
ambiguous extensions.  
4.2.3 Refined Edge Length Estimation and Multi-library 
Scaffolding 
OPERA-LG was redesigned to simultaneously use data from multiple “jumping” 
libraries for scaffolding, a process that can be critical for improving assembly 
contiguity and correctness in large genome assembly projects. In order to do 
this effectively, we used a three-staged process to combine library information 
in the scaffold graph. Firstly, instead of relying on user-input for library 
properties such as mean and standard deviation of insert sizes and read 
orientation, by default, OPERA-LG directly estimates these from read mappings 
on large sequences (> 2 times the insert size, as estimated from a set of 1000 
read-pairs). The read orientation of a library is set by default to the majority 
orientation of all read-pairs mapped to the same contig and these are then used 
to calculate the mean insert length and standard deviation. To avoid biases due 
to outliers (from mis-assemblies, mis-mapping or sequencing errors), read-pairs 
with distance lesser than ܳଵ െ 3 ൈ ܫܴܳ or greater than ܳଷ ൅ 3 ൈ ܫܴܳ were 
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ignored, where ܳଵ  and ܳଷ  are the first and third quartile respectively of 
distances between read-pairs on a contig and ܫܴܳ ൌ ܳଷ െ ܳଵ. 
Secondly, OPERA-LG combines information from read-pairs in a single library 
to get a library specific estimate of edge length for each scaffold edge. To 
account for the fact that the observed read-pairs are from a truncated 
distribution [Sahlin et al., 2012] (in the range ሾ݃, ܥሿ as shown in Figure 4.3), 
we use a reverse lookup table to estimate ݃ from the observed mean of መܵ 
(defined as the length of contig sequences that overlap with the insert region of 
the paired-reads; see Figure 4.3). As noted in Sahlin et al. [Sahlin et al., 2012], 
this is an important step to avoid biases in edge length estimation that could 
lead to incorrect ordering of contigs and we propose a novel approach for bias 
correction. Specifically, given ݃ and the overall distribution of insert lengths ܫ 
(as determined by the read mapping on large sequences), we compute ܧ൫ መܵ൯ as 
ܧ൫ܫሾ௚,஼ሿ൯ െ ݃ (where ܫሾ௚,஼ሿ is the random variable for the truncated distribution 
indicated in Figure 4.3b) for every value of ݃ in the range ሾ0, ܮሿ (where ܮ is 
an upper bound on the insert size for the library [Gao et al., 2011]). In general, 
OPERA-LG pre-computes such a lookup table for ݈ (= sum of contig lengths) 
in the range ሾ݃, ܳଷ ൅ 3 ൈ ܫܴܳሿ at 500bp intervals and returns the value of g 
that corresponds to the value of ܧ൫ መܵ൯ closest to the observed mean of መܵ 
(using the appropriate lookup table for the current value of ݈). Note that the 
pre-computation for a lookup table is quite efficient as it can be done in linear 
time (as a function of the library size) using cumulative sums. 
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 (a)                                 (b) 
Figure 4.3: Observed and un-observed read-pairs. (a) Graphical depiction of the 
phenomena of mate-pairs connecting contigs coming from a truncated 
distribution defined by contig lengths ( ஺ܿ  and ܿ஻ ) and gap size (݃). (b) 
Empirical distribution of the distance between observed mate-pairs (mean ߤ 
and standard-deviation ߪ) and region of truncation (defined by ݃ and ܥ). 
Thirdly, scaffold edges obtained from different libraries are combined to form a 
unified scaffold graph in OPERA-LG. To do this, OPERA-LG uses the mean 
(as obtained above) and standard-deviation (see [Huson et al., 2002]) estimates 
for all edges connecting a pair of contigs (in the same orientation) to cluster and 
merge edges, starting at each stage with the edge with the largest standard 
deviation and identifying other edges whose means are within ݇ (ൌ  6 by 
default) standard deviations of this edge to merge into a single edge. In the case 
where more than one edge remained at the end of the process, we used the edge 
supported by the most paired-reads and discarded all other edges (for assembly 
of polyploidy sequences all edges will be discarded and for repeat contigs all 
edges will be retained). 
Since libraries with very different insert sizes (say 200 bp vs 20 kbp) provide 
largely orthogonal information for scaffolding, it is possible to consider them in 
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groups of similar insert sizes (this also provides tighter control on border contig 
sizes [Gao et al., 2011]). OPERA-LG therefore also allows the user to combine 
libraries in a staged fashion (< 1 kbp, 1-10 kbp and > 10 kbp, by default) for 
greater runtime efficiency.  
4.2.4 Scaffolding of Repetitive Sequences 
As described previously [Gao et al., 2011], OPERA-LG relies on the read 
coverage of contigs to correctly identify potentially repetitive contigs in the 
assembly (also for working with polyploidy genomes as detailed below). Since 
coverage estimates may not always be provided directly by the assembler (e.g. 
ALLPATHS [Gnerre et al., 2010]) or can be inaccurate (e.g. SOAPdenovo 
k-mer coverage values are bounded at 63. However, typical base coverage of 
large genomes is around 200X. With 100bp read length and 50bp k-mer size, 
corresponding typical k-mer coverage is ~200X.), OPERA-LG computes these 
directly from user-provided read mappings. For haploid genomes, OPERA-LG 
identifies sequences with coverage less than a multiple (1.5 by default) of the 
genomic average as unique. The search procedure in Opera is then designed to 
find an optimal scaffold for such non-repeat sequences, and even though the 
solution may not always be unique, with enough sequencing coverage most 
regions of the scaffold graph can be expected to be sufficiently constrained. 
Here, we describe how the search procedure can be extended to simultaneously 
scaffold repeat sequences as well. There are two assumptions for handling 
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repeats in our algorithm: (1) Repeats cannot be used to extend scaffolds – this is 
to avoid ambiguous extensions to the scaffold and (2) Correspondingly, we do 
not check the concordance of edges between repeats (this also preserves the 
local structure of our search).  
4.2.4.1 Definitions 
A scaffold is given by a signed permutation of the contigs (in which repeat 
contigs are allowed to occur multiple times) as well as a list of gap sizes 
between adjacent contigs. For the concordance of a scaffold edge, we slightly 
extend the definition in Gao et al. (2011), as follows: an edge ݁ ൌ൏ ܿଵ, ܿଶ ൐ is 
a concordant edge if any pair of instances of ܿଵ and ܿଶ in the scaffold can 
make ݁  concordant and otherwise ݁  is discordant. For a scaffold graph 
ܩ ൌ ሺܸ, ܧሻ, as defined in Gao et al. (2011), and a given partial scaffold ܵԢ, the 
dangling edge set, ܦሺܵԢሻ, is the set of edges from unique contigs in ܵԢ to all 
contigs in ܸ െ ܵԢ. When the distance between a repeat ݎ and the tail of ܵԢ is 
larger than the upper-bound of the current paired-read library, ݎ is said to be 
confirmed. Then we define the active region ܣሺܵԢሻ as the shortest suffix of ܵԢ 
(including all unconfirmed repeats) such that all concordant dangling edges are 
adjacent to a contig in ܣሺܵԢሻ. Also, we use the notation ݑሺܩሻ, ݑሺܵሻ to refer to 
the subgraph of ܩG and the subset of ܵS composed of only the unique contigs. 
To constrain the number of occurrences of repeat contigs in scaffolds, we use a 
simple parsimony criterion to redefine our notion of an optimal scaffold: 
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Definition 1 (Minimal-repeat Optimal Scaffold). Given a scaffold graph 
ܩ ൌ ሺܸ, ܧሻ and a scaffold ܵ  that minimizes the number of disconcordant 
edges in the graph, ܵ  is called a “minimal-repeat optimal scaffold”, if 
removing any occurrence of a repeat from ܵ will increase the number of 
discordant edges. 
Correspondingly, we get the following updated formulation of the Scaffolding 
Problem with Repeats: 
Definition 2 (Scaffolding Problem with Repeats). Given a scaffold graph G, 
find a minimal-repeat optimal scaffold ܵ of the contigs. 
4.2.4.2 Construction of a minimal-repeat optimal scaffold 
Unlike the analysis in Gao et al. (2011), but without loss of generality, in 
OPERL-LG, partial scaffolds are only extended to the right of the active region 
but all contigs are tried as potential starting points. Also, as before, the search in 
OPERA-LG is limited over an updated equivalence class of partial scaffolds as 
follows: 
Lemma 1. Given a scaffold graph G, and two valid partial scaffolds ܵԢଵ and 
ܵԢଶ with ݇ଵ and ݇ଶ discordant edges respectively, if ሺܣሺܵԢଵሻ, ܦሺܵԢଵሻ,  ݇ଵሻ ൌ
ሺܣሺܵԢଶሻ, ܦሺܵԢଶሻ,  ݇ଶሻ, then (1) ܵԢଵ and ܵԢଶ contain the same set of unique 
contigs; and (2) both or neither of them can be extended to a solution with equal 
or less than ݇ discordant edges. 
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Proof. For (1), since the dangling edge set defines a cut in ݑሺܩሻ, ܦሺܵԢଵሻ ൌ
 ܦሺܵԢଶሻ define the same cut and since ܣሺܵԢଵሻ ൌ ܣሺܵԢଶሻ, ܵԢଵ and ܵԢଶ must be 
on the same side of this cut and thus contain the same set of unique contigs.  
For (2), let ܵԢԢ be any scaffold extension of ܵԢଵ such that ܵԢଵ ܵԢԢ has ൑ ݇ 
discordant edges. Then ܵԢଶ ܵԢԢ would also be a valid scaffold as ݑሺܵԢԢሻ ൌ
ݑ൫ܸ െ ௌܸᇱభ൯ ൌ ݑ൫ܸ െ ௌܸᇱమ൯. Also, since the active regions are identical, any 
newly discordant edge in ܵԢଵ ܵԢԢ (i.e. not discordant in ܵԢଵ) that is adjacent to a 
contig in ܵԢԢ will also be newly discordant in ܵԢଶ ܵԢԢ (i.e. not discordant in ܵԢଶ) 
and vice versa. Corresponding the number of discordant edges in ܵԢଶ ܵԢԢ is 
൑  ݇ଶ ൅ ሺ݇ െ ݇ଵሻ ൌ ݇. 
□ 
During the memorized search in OPERA-LG (see Figure 4.5), a minimal-repeat 
optimal scaffold is obtained based on the following definition and lemma: 
Definition 3 (Essential Repeat Instance). A repeat instance ݎ in a partial 
scaffold is considered essential if no extension of the partial scaffold can be 
optimal if ݎ is removed. 
Lemma 2. (a) A repeat instance ݎ in a partial scaffold ܵ is essential iff (b) 
removing ݎ  increases the number of discordant edges when ݎ  is being 
confirmed.  
Proof. Let the partial scaffold ܵԢ be obtained by removing ݎ from ܵ. (1) To 
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prove ሺܽሻ ֜  ሺܾሻ, for the sake of contradiction, let a repeat instance ݎ in a 
partial scaffold ܵ be essential s.t. removing ݎ does not increase the number of 
discordant edges when ݎ is being confirmed. Then, if there exists an optimal 
extension ܶ of ܵ with ݌ discordant edges, the scaffold ܵԢܶ also has at most 
݌ discordant edges (as the status of edges connecting to ܶ cannot change from 
ܵܶ to ܵԢܶ, from the definition of a confirmed repeat) and is therefore also 
optimal. Hence ݎ  is not essential, giving a contradiction. (2) To prove 
ሺܾሻ ֜ ሺܽሻ, suppose removing a repeat instance ݎ increases the number of 
discordant edges when ݎ is being confirmed. Then for any extension ܶ of ܵᇱ 
s.t. ܵԢܶ  has ݌  discordant edges, the scaffold ܵܶ  will have less than ݌ 
discordant edges (as before, the status of edges connecting to ܶ cannot change) 
and hence, ܵԢܶ can never be optimal. By definition 3, therefore, ݎ is essential 
in ܵ. 
□ 
Note that by definition, non-essential repeat instances should not be included in 
a minimal-repeat optimal scaffold. Correspondingly, based on Lemma 2, the 
algorithm presented in Figure 4.4 is guaranteed to report a minimal-repeat 
optimal scaffold.  




Theorem 1. Consider a scaffold graph ܩ ൌ ሺܸ, ܧሻ. Let ݌ be the maximum 
allowed number of discordant edges. The algorithm ScaffoldWithRepeat runs in 
ܱሺ݌|ܸ|௪|ܧ|௣ାଵሻ. 
Proof. As in Gao et al. [Gao et al., 2011], the set of possible active regions is 
ܱሺሺ2|ܸ|ሻ௪ሻ and at most ܱሺ2௪మሻ possible sets of concordant dangling edges 
for any given active region, where w is the maximum number of contigs in the 
active region. Besides, there are at most ܱሺ|ܧ|௣ሻ possible sets of discordant 
dangling edges. So, there are at most ܱ൫|ܧ|௣2௪మ൯ ൌ  ܱሺ|ܧ|௣ሻ sets of dangling 
edges. The number of equivalence classes is therefore bounded by 
ܱሺሺ2|ܸ|ሻ௪|ܧ|௣݌ሻ ൌ ܱሺ݌|ܸ|௪|ܧ|௣ሻ. For each equivalence class, confirming 
repeats, updating the active region, the dangling set and the number of 
discordant edges in steps 6-12 takes ܱሺ|ܧ|ሻ time. 
□ 
As in Gao et al. [Gao et al., 2011], we used the concept of fenced subgraphs and 
graph contraction to improve the runtime of OPERA-LG in practice without 
affecting its guarantee of finding the optimal scaffold. Note that since repeats 
are not used for extending scaffolds, we can construct fenced subgraphs on the 
unique subgraph ݑሺܩሻ in the same manner as in Gao et al. [Gao et al., 2011]. 
Then, the fenced subgraph with repeats can be obtained by adding back repeat 
contigs with edges to unique contigs in a subgraph. Results in Gao et al. [Gao et 
al., 2011] can then be extended trivially to show that minimal-repeat optimal 
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scaffolds on fenced subgraphs with repeats lead to a global optimum on the 
entire graph. 
ScaffoldWithRepeat(ܵ′, ݌) 
Require: A scaffold graph ܩ ൌ ሺܸ, ܧሻ and a partial scaffold ܵ′ with at 
most ݌ discordant edges. 
Ensure: Return a scaffold ܵ of ܩ with at most ݌ discordant edges and 
where ܵ′ is a prefix of ܵ 
1: if ܵ′ is a scaffold of ܩ, then 
2:     return ܵ′ 
3: end if 
4: for every ܿ א ܸ െ ௌܸᇱ in each orientation do 
5:     Let ܵԢԢ be the scaffold formed by concatentating ܵ′ and ܿ; 
6:     If a confirmed repeat ݎ should be removed, then 
7:         trace back to the contig before ݎ; 
8:     else 
9:         [ 
10:        Let ܣ be the active region of ܵ′′; 
11:        Let ܦ be the set of dangling edges of ܵԢԢ; 
12:        Let ݇ be the number of discordant edges in ܵԢԢ; 
13:        if ሺܣ, ܦ, ݇ሻ is unmarked, then 
14:            [ 
15:            Mark ሺܣ, ܦ, ݇ሻ as processed; 
16:            if ݇ ൑ ݌, then 
17:                [ 
18:                ܵ′′′ ՚ ScaffoldWithRepeat(ܵ′′, ݌); 
20:                if ܵԢԢԢ ് FAILURE, return ܵԢԢԢ; 
21:                ] 
22:           end if 
23:           ] 
24:        end if 
25:        ] 
26:    end if 
27: end for 
28: Return FAILURE; 
Figure 4.4: An algorithm for generating a minimal-repeat optimal scaffold with 
at most ݌ discordant edges. 
As in Gao et al. [Gao et al., 2011], we used the concept of fenced subgraphs and 
graph contraction to improve the runtime of OPERA-LG in practice without 
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affecting its guarantee of finding the optimal scaffold. Note that since repeats 
are not used for extending scaffolds, we can construct fenced subgraphs on the 
unique subgraph ݑሺܩሻ in the same manner as in Gao et al. [Gao et al., 2011]. 
Then, the fenced subgraph with repeats can be obtained by adding back repeat 
contigs with edges to unique contigs in a subgraph. Results in Gao et al. [Gao et 
al., 2011] can then be extended trivially to show that minimal-repeat optimal 
scaffolds on fenced subgraphs with repeats lead to a global optimum on the 
entire graph.  
4.2.4.3 Correcting for polyploidy and aneuploidy 
Most assembly programs are designed with assumptions specific to haploid 
genomes and correspondingly applying them to non-haploid genomes can lead 
to unexpected results and greater fragmentation of assembly than is typically 
induced by repetitive sequences. Also, for aneuploid genomes (as is frequently 
seen in cancer tissues and cell lines), the straightforward approach described 
previously to identify unique contigs may be too conservative in identifying 
non-repeat sequences (where repeats are defined as being sequences with 
multiple distinct locations in the genome).  
For assembling polyploid or aneuploid genomes, OPERA-LG uses the haploid 
coverage of the genome (ܪ, user-specified) to estimate the copy number for 
each contig as max ሺ1, ݎ݋ݑ݊݀ ቀ஼
ு
ቁሻ (where ܥ is the average coverage of the 
contig). Note that with sufficient coverage and the availability of single-copy 
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contigs, more sophisticated, model-fitting-based methods can be used to directly 
estimate haploid genome coverage from coverage statistics and we plan to 
investigate these in future versions of OPERA-LG. Based on the copy number 
of contigs, OPERA-LG clusters and scaffolds contigs with the same copy 
number (also removing edges between contigs whose average coverage differs 
൐ ܪ/2) assuming that all contigs with copy number less than the maximum 
ploidy (user-specified, but can obtained as before from coverage statistics) are 
classified as unique. While this assumption can lead to scaffold errors when, for 
example, a two-copy repeat from a haploid region is linked by a scaffold edge 
to a unique contig from the diploid genome, such cases are likely be relatively 
infrequent. In balance, this assumption allows OPERA-LG to correctly scaffold 
unique contigs (and repeat contigs) from polyploid chromosomes, which can 
form a significant fraction of the genome to be assembled.  
4.2.5 Hybrid Assembly and Scaffolding with Long Reads 
Similar to Opera and other scaffolders that are not restricted to a specific 
mapper or assembler [Boetzer et al., 2011], OPERA-LG allows users to 
combine contig assemblies and paired reads from different sequencing 
technologies. This feature of Opera/OPERA-LG has been exploited in several 
projects including the assembly of CHO cell lines using SOLiD mate-pair and 
Illumina paired-end datasets (manuscript in preparation). In addition, the 
availability of ‘third-generation’ sequencing technologies that directly produce 
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longer reads (e.g. median lengths in the range 2-8 kbp from PacBio Systems 
[Bashir et al., 2012]) has provided another avenue for significantly improving 
sequence contiguity during genome assembly. For example, in the case of the M. 
undulates assembly, the authors reported significant improvement in contig 
N50s (30-fold to 100 kbp) by including PacBio reads [Koren et al., 2012]. The 
use of PacBio reads to aid scaffolding is an alternative approach that has been 
unexplored to date and we tested a straightforward way to incorporate this 
information for scaffolding with OPERA-LG. Specifically, we used a 
sliding-window (with size as 1kbp, 2kbp, 3kbp, 5kbp and 7kbp) to scan PacBio 
reads and convert them into paired-reads from the ends of the window (default 
read length of 200bp). The distance between adjacent windows was calculated 
based on a user specified physical coverage target for the library (default of 20X) 
and multiple libraries were generated with different window sizes.  
4.2.6 Evaluation on Synthetic Datasets 
As in Gao et al. [Gao et al., 2011], all paired-end read libraries for synthetic 
datasets were generated using Metasim [Richter et al., 2008]. In addition to the 
three small genomes (E. coli, S. cerevisiae and D. melanogaster chromosome X) 
analyzed in Gao et al. (2011), we generated libraries and benchmarked on three 
larger genomes as well i.e. D. melanogaster, C. elegans and H. sapiens 
(reference genomes were obtained from the NCBI website and details can be 
found in Table 4.1). 
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For the large synthetic datasets, the GAGE pipeline was used to evaluate 
assemblies [Salzberg et al., 2012] for contig errors (indels longer than 5bp, 
inversions, relocations and translocations) and scaffold errors, break the 
assembly at errors and compute the corrected assembly N50. For analyzing 
scaffolds with repeats, the mappings produced in GAGE pipeline are analyzed. 
A mapping position is considered to be real if both coverage and identity are 
bigger than 90%. For each repeat, all the real positions are collected for 
analysis. 
Table 4.1: Statistics for synthetic datasets. 
 D. melanogaster  
(RefSeq Assembly ID: 
GCF_000001215.2) 
C. elegans 




Genome Size (Gbp) 0.1 0.1 3.2 
Chromosomes 7 6 24 
Paired-end Libraries* 80 bp, 140±10 bp, 40× 
Additional Paired-end 
Libraries* 
N/A N/A 80 bp, 700±70 bp, 10
× 
Mate-pair Libraries* 50 bp, 3±0.3 kbp, 2×  
50 bp, 10±1 kbp, 2×   
50 bp, 20±2 kbp, 2×   
Additional Mate-pair 
Libraries* 
50 bp, 10±1 kbp, 10× 
50 bp, 10±1.5 kbp, 2× 
50 bp, 10±2 kbp, 2× 
50 bp, 10±1 kbp, 10× N/A 
*Library details are specified in the format: read length, insert size, basepair coverage 
 
4.2.7 Benchmarking on Sequenced Genomes 
Publicly available data from four sequenced and published genomes were 
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further used to benchmark scaffolders and assemblers in this study: a yeast 
genome (Pichia stipitis, 15.0 Mbp) [Chapman et al., 2011], a sweet orange 
genome (Citrus sinensis, 0.3 Gbp) [Xu et al., 2012], a parrot genome 
(Melopsittacus undulates, 1.2 Gbp) [Bradnam et al. 2013] and a human genome 
(Homo sapiens, ~3.0 Gbp) [Luo et al. 2012]. 
Due to the availability of high-quality references, assemblies for P. stipitis and 
H. sapiens were evaluated using the GAGE pipeline. For the other genomes, the 
assemblies were evaluated for errors using REAPR [Hunt et al., 2013] (used as 
part of the evaluation pipeline for Assemblathon2 [Bradnam et al. 2013]). For C. 
sinensis and M. undulatus, all reads from the 10 and 20 kbp mate-pair library, 
respectively, were used for evaluation with REAPR (mapped using –i 15000). 
For M. undulatus, PacBio reads were mapped onto the assemblies to recognize 
contig errors (defined as regions not covered by any PacBio reads and having 
more than five split-mapped reads within 100 bp of the putative breakpoint). 
Corrected assemblies were produced by splitting the original assemblies at both 
contig and scaffold errors to compute the corrected assembly N50.  
4.2.8 Parameter Settings 
Parameter settings for the benchmarked scaffolders and assemblers were as 
follows – SSPACE: default values, SOAPdenovo2: -K 41, -d 1 and 
ALLPATHS-LG: PATCH_SCAFFOLDS=false, KPATCH=false (to skip the gap 
filling stage). Contigs produced by SOAPdenovo v1.05 (with -K 41 -d –D) were 
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provided as inputs for SSPACE and OPERA-LG. Read mappings for 
OPERA-LG were generated using BWA (samse -n 1) [Li and Durbin, 2009]. 
Assemblies from Assemblathon2 produced by Meraculous, BCM-HGSC and 
Newbler-454 for M. undulatus, were use for comparison as there were reported 
to be among the best assemblies based on several criteria [Bradnam et al. 2013]. 
PacBio reads for M. undulatus were used to generate five different mate-pair 
libraries with window size of 2 kbp, 3 kbp, 5 kbp, 7 kbp and 10 kbp. For 
runtime efficiency, all genomes >200 Mb were scaffolded using the staged 
approach in OPERA-LG. 
4.3. Results 
4.3.1 Scalability and Multi-library Scaffolding 
4.3.1.1 Scalability 
Runtime and memory optimizations in OPERA-LG are key to its scalability 
when compared to the prototype implementation of Opera, as shown in Table 
4.2. In particular, while the original implementation was unable to scaffold the 
full D. melanogaster dataset due to excess usage of memory, OPERA-LG takes 
a few seconds and a few hundred megabytes of memory (largely for storing 
read mapping information). For smaller genomes that are feasible with the 
prototype, OPERA-LG is typically more than 10 times faster and requires 
significantly less memory. Across datasets, OPERA-LG’s runtime (excluding 
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the read mapping step) was found to be comparable, but slower, than SSPACE 
(a popular and efficient heuristic scaffolder) [Boetzer et al., 2011] and 
significantly less than the runtimes for SOAPdenovo2 and ALLPATHS. In 
addition, for small genomes, OPERA-LG’s runtime is dominated by the 
preprocessing stage and for larger genomes the runtime for graph analysis may 
not necessarily scale with genome size and is more likely to be affected by the 
intrinsic features of the genome (Figure 4.5). Overall, OPERA-LG’s runtime 
was less than 1 day (on a single processor) using <60 GB of memory for all the 
datasets tested here (including the human genome), establishing its feasibility 
for scaffolding large genomes and retaining the potential for further 





Figure 4.5: Runtime as a function off genome size. Note that both the x and 
y-axes are log-scaled and the results for various genomes are indicated at the 
corresponding genome size. Runtime for just the scaffolding module in 
OPERA-LG is shown separately to highlight the fact that it can take a fraction 
of the overall runtime and is influenced more by the repeat complexity of the 
genome than the size of the genome. Due to its library-size restrictions, 
ALLPATHS-LG could be run on only a few of the datasets shown here. 
Table 4.2: Scalability comparison between Opera and OPERA-LG. 
  E. coli S. cerevisiae D. melanogaster Chromosome X
D. melanogaster 
Opera Runtime (s) 1.1 1.3 2.6 N/A 
 Memory (Mb) 95 62 265 N/A 
OPERA-LG Runtime (s) 0.0 0.1 0.1 2.4 
 Memory (Mb) 5 34 26 635 




4.3.1.2 Edge Length Estimation and Multi-library Analysis 
Scaffold edge length estimates from OPERA-LG were compared to the known 
true edge lengths for the synthetic datasets and were found to be in excellent 
agreement overall (Figures 4.6b and 4.6d). In addition, OPERA-LG’s estimates 
were found to be more accurate than a naïve estimate (Figure 4.6a and 4.6c) 
which was found to consistently under-estimate edge lengths for longer edges, 
though the bias observed here was not as severe as was observed previously 
[Sahlin et al., 2012]. In addition, OPERA-LG’s ability to handle multiple 
libraries simultaneously was found to provide a clear benefit over a hierarchical 
approach as seen in Figure 4.6e and Figure 4.6f. The simultaneous approach not 
only led to fewer assembly errors (Figure 4.6f) but also provided improved 
corrected assembly N50 as a by-product (Figure 4.6e). Note that the results for 
C. elegans may be more indicative of the performance boost that can be 
expected as the E. coli and D. melanogaster datasets had high-quality 
assemblies to begin with.  
4.3.2 Improvements in Assembly Contiguity and 
Correctness 
4.3.2.1 Benchmarking with synthetic datasets. 
To evaluate the performance of OPERA-LG, we first benchmarked it on several 
synthetic datasets as these provide the critical flexibility to vary parameters and 
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assess their effect on the assembler. We also assessed OPERA-LG at two levels 
- a) for its scaffold quality by comparing against the most popular (in terms of 
citations) standalone scaffolder, SSPACE (SS), and the scaffolding stage in 
SOAPdenovo2 (S2) on the same set of input contigs and b) for overall assembly 
quality, using SOAPdenovo as a contigger and OPERA-LG (OP) as a scaffolder, 
when compared to ALLPATHS-LG (AP) and SOAPdenovo2 as representatives 
of state-of-the-art assembly tools.  
 
Figure 4.6: Improvements in multi-library scaffolding. Subfigures (a)-(d) show 
the improved correlation between empirical estimates and true edge lengths 
when using the procedure in OPERA-LG in comparison to the Naïve estimation 
that is commonly used (results reported are for the10 kbp libraries). Subfigures 
(e)-(f) depict the improvements in corrected assembly N50 and reduction in 
corresponding assembly errors when using the multi-library scaffolding 
implemented in OPERA-LG and in comparison to a commonly used 




At the scaffold level, while the corrected N50 for SSPACE and SOAPdenovo2 
were typically comparable, OPERA-LG produced assemblies that were 5 times 
more contiguous (Figure 4.7a). In addition, scaffolds produced by OPERA-LG 
also contained significantly fewer errors (Figure 4.7b). Manual inspection of 
scaffolding errors from OPERA-LG suggested that they were largely due to 
local ordering errors in regions of the scaffold graph that were not sufficiently 
constrained by scaffold edges. In particular, OPERA-LG had nearly no 
translocation errors, where distant regions of the genome were incorrectly 
brought together, in contrast to the results from SSPACE and SOAPdenovo2 
(>10 fold increase in translocation errors compared to OPERA-LG; Figure 
4.7b).  
These results were also replicated at the overall assembly level, where despite 
having comparable or larger original N50s, corrected assembly N50s from 
ALLPATHS-LG (and SOAPdenovo2) were significantly lower than those 
obtained with the combination of SOAPdenovo (contigging only) and 
OPERA-LG (Figure 4.7c). This was despite the fact that SOAPdenovo contigs 
were typically more fragmented and provided a more challenging starting point 
for the scaffolder. Again, a likely explanation for the improvements seen here is 
the generation of significantly fewer assembly errors compared to 
ALLPATHS-LG (and SOAPdenovo2; Figure 4.7d).  
In comparison to other assembly tools, OPERA-LG was also found to retain 
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better control over the number of assembly errors as a function of increasing 
information in the quality and amount of mate-pair libraries provided to it as 
input (Figure 4.8a). For example, incorporation of a 3kbp mate-pair library in 
addition to a 10 kbp library was seen to consistently help eliminate local 
assembly errors in under-constrained regions of the assembly. Correspondingly 
both original and corrected assembly N50s showed an improvement as 
OPERA-LG was provided with more data (roughly determined by the largest 
library-size provided as input) – a trend that was not so strongly seen for other 
assemblers (Figure 4.7e). A similar trend was also seen with increased 
sequencing depth where OPERA-LG was able to successfully leverage higher 
coverage to produce longer and more accurate assemblies (Figure 4.7f and 4.8b). 
In contrast, other assemblers either produced unchanged/marginally improved 
assemblies (ALLPATHS-LG) or, in some cases, worse assemblies (SSPACE and 




Figure 4.7: Boosting assembly contiguity and correctness with OPERA-LG. 
Subfigures (a)-(b) show contiguity and correctness of various scaffolders on 
different genomes starting from common sets of contigs (assemblies corrected 
for scaffold errors). Subfigures (c)-(d) show corresponding assembly metrics for 
various assembly pipelines starting from all read libraries (assemblies corrected 
for contig and scaffold errors). Subfigures (e)-(f) depict assembly contiguity as 
a function of mate-pair libraries and sequence depth provided as input. Results 
shown are for the C. elegans genome but similar results were obtained for other 





(a)                                (b)  
Figure 4.8: Assembly errors as a function of library information and sequencing 
depth. (a) As a function of library information. (b) As a function of sequencing 
depth. Results shown here are for the C. elegans dataset. 
Finally, we also explored the robustness of various assemblers to variability in 
the quality of the sequencing library, as measured by the standard deviation in 
the library size (where low standard deviation is desired). Our results suggest 
that within a reasonable range, most assemblers produce very similar assemblies 
in terms of assembly contiguity (Figure 4.9a) but with an increase in the number 
of assembly errors (Figure 4.9b). OPERA-LG’s assemblies, however, have 
fewer errors and better contiguity in the worst-case then the best-case scenario 
for the other methods tested here. 




                  (a)                                 (b)  
Figure 4.9: Assembly performance as a function of library quality. Results 
shown are for the D. melanogaster dataset with 10 kbp libraries.  
4.3.2.2 Results from sequenced genomes 
While evaluation of assembly performance on real datasets can be influenced by 
the lack of a gold standard references in many cases, our results confirm that 
significant assembly improvements can be seen from using OPERA-LG on real 
datasets. For example, for the extensive parrot genome datasets which were 
assembled as part of the Assemblathon2 competition, the corrected N50 
obtained using OPERA-LG (with SOAPdenovo contigs) was found to be 5 
times that of its closest competitor (Meraculous; Figure 4.10a). This was despite 
the original N50 for OPERA-LG being slightly smaller than those for other 
programs such as ALLPATHS-LG and SOAPdenovo, and is likely due to the 
dramatic reduction in assembly errors seen with it. Similar results were also 
obtained for the assembly of a sweet orange genome (C. sinensis) where 
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OPERA-LG’s corrected N50 was >2.5 times that of SOAPdenovo2 (178 vs 68 
kbp) and with half as many scaffolding errors. Finally, in the case of a 
well-assembled yeast genome (P. stipitis) OPERA-LG’s scaffolds were more 
than 3 times as contiguous as SSPACE’s scaffolds (corrected N50 of 320 vs 92 
kbp) and slightly larger than SOAPdenovo2’s scaffolds (299 kbp), but with 
significantly fewer scaffold errors (1 vs 61). with the highest corrected N50.  
In both datasets, OPERA-LG was significantly better than the competing 
stand-alone scaffolder SSPACE (>20 fold increase in corrected N50 for C. 
sinensis and >200 fold reduction in assembly errors on P. stipitis), highlighting 
the difference in performance using heuristic and exact approaches.  
 
Figure 4.10: Assembly improvements for the M. undulates, C. sinenis and 




4.3.3 Scaffolding of Repeat Sequences 
Assembly of repeat sequences is typically the most error-prone stage of many 
assembly pipelines as was observed in the results for the GAGE [Salzberg et al., 
2012] and Assemblathon [Earl et al. 2011] competitions (e.g. the gap-filling 
stage in SOAPdenovo) and is often handled as a post-scaffolding, “gap-filling” 
stage. The extension of the core algorithm in Opera to simultaneously scaffold 
unique and non-unique regions of the genome provides OPERA-LG the ability 
to more appropriately assemble repeat-rich genomes – a feature that is not 
available in other competing scaffolders. Evaluation of scaffold correctness for 
OPERA-LG in the presence of repeat contigs suggested that this was indeed the 
case with >80% of scaffold gaps (regions with no unique contigs) being filled 
with repeat contigs in the correct order (as suggested in the reference genome; 
Figure 4.11a). In addition, more than 95% of repeat contigs in gap regions were 
placed in OPERA-LG scaffolds (Figure 4.11a), highlighting the completeness of 
scaffolds despite the conservative placement of repeats in OPERA-LG. Finally, 
we noted that the repeat contigs placed allowed for large gaps in the assembly 
to be filled (for D. melanogaster, about half of the filled gaps were longer than 
5 kbp; Figure 4.11b), a process that is otherwise challenging for gap-filling 




Figure 4.11: Scaffolding of repeat sequences with OPERA-LG. (a) Correctness 
and completeness of scaffolding with repeat contigs. (b) Length distribution of 
filled gaps in various genomes. 
4.3.4 Assembly Augmentation and Hybrid Assembly 
With the increasing availability of new sequencing technologies and additional 
sequencing datasets at reduced costs, improvement of older draft genome 
assemblies in a systematic fashion is an area of increasing interest in the field. 
As the underlying algorithms in OPERA-LG are conservative and intended to 
minimize discordance with data, the use of OPERA-LG as an assembly 
augmentation tool is attractive and we explored this idea further in two recent 
studies. In the first study, for the assembly of a sweet orange genome (C. 
sinensis) [Xu et al., 2012], we used all available Illumina sequencing datasets 
with SOAPdenovo to generate a preliminary draft assembly (N50 of ~430 kbp). 
This assembly was then augmented using OPERA-LG, with SOAPdenovo 
scaffolds as starting sequences and by re-using the larger mate-pair libraries (10 
kbp and 20 kbp). Interestingly, the final N50 obtained by this process was four 
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times larger (~1.6 Mbp) (Figure 4.10b) and was validated using BAC-end 
sequences to be of high-quality [Xu et al., 2012]. In the second study, we 
augmented an existing reference genome assembly for a Chinese hamster ovary 
cell line (CHO-K1) [Xu et al., 2011], with newly generated Illumina sequencing 
datasets (300bp library at 61X and 10 kbp library at 16X basepair coverage). 
The resulting assembly boosted N50 6-fold (1.2 Mbp to 6.9 Mbp) with >90% of 
the genome assembled into ~500 scaffolds (Figure 4.10b). The scaffolds were 
also used to close gaps in silico, filling >130,000 gaps and scaffold correctness 
was confirmed using RNAseq mapping (manuscript in preparation).  
As an example of a novel direction for hybrid assembly with OPERA-LG (in 
addition, to its ability to mix paired-reads and assemblies from different 
technologies), we also explored an approach to use long reads from PacBio 
sequencing for scaffolding by generating mate-pair libraries in silico. Using 
PacBio data from the M. undulatus assembly, we found that more than half of 
the paired-reads generated could be naively mapped onto contigs using BWA 
[Li and Durbin 2009]. Due to the high-frequency of indel errors (~ 1 in 10 bases) 
in PacBio data, usage of a PacBio specific mapper or read correction using 
short-reads could be an avenue to increase scaffolding information from this 
low-coverage dataset (~7X). Using the naïve mapping of paired-reads, 
OPERA-LG was able to obtain modest gains in scaffold N50 (~3X) suggesting 
that it could be a useful tool for doing hybrid assembly with PacBio reads, 




For many bioinformatics problems (and correspondingly the tools that solve 
them), it is either hard to formalize a clear objective for algorithm design, or the 
formalized objective is believed to be computationally intractable. 
Benchmarking of a novel algorithm is, therefore, a widely-accepted norm in 
Bioinformatics for demonstrating its utility and advance over the state-of-the-art. 
Due to resource limitations, however, benchmarks are typically limited in nature 
and this is also the case in this work. Moreover, consensus on a standardized 
and comprehensive benchmark can be elusive in many areas – assembly being 
one such field (though recent assembly competitions have provided valuable 
resources in this direction) – and this leads to a confusing landscape of choices 
for end-users.  
Where feasible, algorithms that have a clear optimization critera, provide a way 
out of this conundrum. With a clear optimization criteria and accompanied by a 
formal proof of an algorithms’ ability to optimize this objective, a user has to 
only be convinced that the criteria is valid to believe that the algorithm will 
work on an as-yet-unseen dataset. Of course, software programmers are fallible 
and benchmarking still serves to assure users that the algorithm has largely been 
translated correctly into code. This is the paradigm adopted in OPERA-LG, 
where the algorithm is guaranteed to produce a minimal-repeat scaffold that 
globally minimizes the number of discordant scaffold edges. While this is by no 
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means the only optimization criteria that one can choose, it is a simple and 
intuitive one and has the property that the scaffolder attempts to maximize 
agreement with input data. This also serves as a check against the possibility 
that the algorithm produces unusually poor results on an unexpected input 
dataset. 
A common concern and criticism for exact algorithms for assembly and 
scaffolding, in particular, has been that they are slow, not practical for large 
datasets and cannot handle complicated cases (e.g. for scaffolding repeats). An 
important contribution of this work is to show that these challenges are 
surmountable with appropriate algorithm design and engineering. Our results 
show that large and repeat-rich genomes are amenable to assembly using exact 
algorithms and this can be done as efficiently as by using heuristic algorithms 




In this thesis, we designed two exact algorithms for genome assembly, Opera
and FinIS. First, for the Scaffolding Problem, Opera was proposed as an exact
approach with guarantees on the quality of the solution. Despite the computa-
tional complexity of the problem, Opera is a ﬁrst tractable solution for assembly
and can more fully utilize the connectivity information provided by paired-end
reads. Gap sizes can also be computed precisely using an exact quadratic pro-
gramming formulation. Several algorithmic and engineering reﬁnements were
applied to Opera, to improve its scalability and performance on large eukary-
otic genomes, such as the Human genome. In the updated algorithm, OPERA-
LG, repetitive sequences, which are usually ignored during scaffolding, are also
taken into consideration together with unique sequences. Our results on several
large, real and synthetic genome sequencing datasets suggest that OPERA-LG
outperforms other state-of-the-art assemblers, producing longer assemblies with
less errors. Secondly, we propose a formulation for ﬁnishing in-silico (called
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FinIS) that carefully exploits the shotgun-sequencing information that was left
unused by the assembly. FinIS is an exact algorithm that uses quadratic pro-
gramming to take into account repeat-based conﬂicts and coverage imposed
constraints. Our experimental results suggest that such exact analysis can si-
multaneously improve precision and recall of the assembled sequences. The
work on FinIS highlights the utility of using the contig-graph and a graph-based
analysis for assembly validation and ﬁnishing.
In addition to the speciﬁc open questions that were discussed in the respective
chapters, the work in this thesis opens up the possibility that other assembly
problems may be amenable to exact solutions despite poor worst-case complex-
ity results. The key strategy for being successful here is likely to be through
a parametric analysis of each problem to design algorithms that exploit spe-
ciﬁc features and sub-structures in the original problem (e.g. through graph
simpliﬁcation or decomposition). Speciﬁcally, the assembly of metagenomic
datasets may be one such seemingly intractable area where extensions to Opera
may be feasible. Metagenomic sequencing typically contains reads from sev-
eral genomes at varying proportions with the genomic identity of reads being
unknown. Identiﬁcation of repeats and handling of chimeric sequences is there-
fore further compounded in this setting. It is possible that an integrated classiﬁ-
cation/clustering approach for preliminary assemblies could be combined with
Opera to conservatively scaffold metagenomes in a staged and exact manner and
this deserves further study. Assembling long reads (e.g. PacBio) into contigs is
another possible area to propose an exact solution, since long reads are already
shown to be able to signiﬁcantly enhance the assembly contiguity.
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The studies in this thesis were limited to de novo assembly. As more and more
genomes are sequenced and assembled, comparative assembly based on refer-
ence genomes is likely to be a popular alternative. The ideas presented here
could also be applied in this setting with slight modiﬁcations. For instance, for
the Finishing Problem, by mapping contigs onto reference genomes, overlap of
mapping positions could be used to establish overlap relationships between con-
tigs. Compared with a contig graph based approach, this has the advantage that
overlap sizes need not be restricted by the k-mer length. Moreover, consecu-
tively mapped contigs on reference genomes could be used to prioritize paths in
FinIS and improve the reliability of its results.
Finally, with the increasing availability of long-reads for assembly, their im-
pact on assembly problems deserves a re-look as there is signiﬁcant potential
to exploit them to improve assembly reliability and robustness in a systematic
fashion. Future applications of sequence assembly (especially clinical ones) are
increasingly going to be intolerant of assembly error and we hope that the stud-
ies in this thesis serve to spur further research in this direction.
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